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WHEN FEDERAL POSITIO N SEEMS
TO BE GRO WING DANGEROUSLY

CERNING
No reason for the cessation of hostilities was known. Up
TO
to a quarter past eight o'clock the WIRES
5:15 o'clock.
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Government Troops, Seeing Battle Is
less, Begin Leaving Mexican Capital

-

Keb. IS. President
Mexico City,
Madero agreed today in principle to
the appointment or a president ad
interim.
The announcement that Madero
bad agreed to the appointment of a
provisional president was made on
the authority of the Mexican foreign
minister, Senor Lascurain.
The news of Madero's decision, became known in the early forenoon.
At that hour tho position of the gov
ernment was weakening and the federal troops were apparently becoming
demoralized.
- Between 9 and la o'clock the rebel artillery came Into action only casNeither side had yet made
ually.
use
of mortal lire, as had been
any
threatened. About 10 o'clock the firing became hotter and the big guns
of the rebels at the arsenal were
brought into play on the national palace with a fierce fire. The palace
itself was threatenen with an attack
by bodies of rebels who had made a
sortie.
Desultory cannon fire from both the
rebel and federal positions was still
In progress at noon The belief, however, was gaining that a settlement
of some kind would be reached before
night.
The situation of the government
forcea became bo critical- - that one
Btrong detachment of federal troops
retired from the capital before noon
and marched in the direction of Cuer- navaca, 40 miles to tne nouthward.
Soon, after noon firing practically
ceased for some unknown reason.
Late today no one, even those possessed of a puss, was permitted to
enter tho national palace. This was
by special order of General Huerta,
commander-in-chie- f
of the federals.
A group of senators who behoved
they could bring about ponce asked
General Huerta for permission to hold
a meeting of the senate without interruption. They were told by the
commander-in-chie- f
that he would 'give
them his answer later.
Rules of War are Abserved
18. Secretary
Washington, Fob.
Knox told President Taft and the
cabinet today that notwithstanding all
the fierce fighting in the City of Mex.
loo, for the last eight days, there had
been no Infraction of the rules of civilized warfare or of the principles of
International law, as would warrant
any interference by the United States.
Tho responsiveness of both President
Madero and General Diaz, he

ald, to

positions.
One rebel battery has been placed in
a position west of Niza street within
a block of the United States embassy

the suggestions of Ambassador Wilson
in the capacity as dean of the diplomatic corps in the Mexican capital,
have been so complete and satisfactory as to justify officials, in their
opinion, for the strictly neutral attitude observed by the United States.
It was noted that yesterday the federal batteries that threatened to draw
the fire of the rebels upon the legation quarter were promptly removed
by General Huerta upon the request
of the American ambassador, who also has been given the largest powers
and freedom of movement in extending aid to Americans and other foreigners within the fighting line.
Apparently the policy adopted by
the United States in dealing with the
Mexican situation has met with the
unaqualitied approval of the European
powers. During the last week Secretary Knox has talked with several of
the ambassadors. In no instance has
there been a disposition to criticise
the administration for not intervening.
Red Cross Disbanded
A large number of Mexican federals
have been killed during heavy fight-- ,
ing in the vicinity of the American
embassy at Mexico City. Many bulbuild-- j
the
entered
embassy
have
lets
!
1.
i
.!.. BHtv1,t Hnni'iira
"
"diiiiu luia tlPPlI
Hlg, UUl UliiJ O

j

done. With sickness and famine confronting the people of Mexico City,
in consequence of ten days of street
orfighting, the White and lied Cross
owganizations have been disbanded,
ing to the internal political Intrigues
Amliussador Wilson has established
an embassy relii f organization.
Diaz May Take Residential Section
General Diaz and his rebel command
may soon, hp in full control of the
residential section of Mexico City, according to a dispatch from Ambassa-doWilson. Diaz l reported to have
advanced his lino to the corner of
Insurgetitea and Niza streets, apparently with the intention of Rlt.'ickios

a nearby battery.
Although federal firing was vigorous throughout yesterday, Ambassador
Wilson reports he was unable to discover that It had inflicted any dammuch
age to tho citadel, although
damage was donni to other buildings
and many people were killed.
Firing went on practically the whole
niuht from both the federal and rebel
In the total darkness it
positions.
was impossible to ascertain wbethel
any advantage had been gained
by
either side.
At dawn the artillery
duel died
down fnidtmlly and finally ceased at
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fighting had not been renewed.
The tenth day of the civil war
ASKS HIM TO FORCE EMPLOYES
the capital found virtually no change
TO TURN OVER COPY OF
in the positions of the antagonists,
THE TELEGRAM.
but it was understood that the fe

erals have received reinforcements.
was thought that the break in the
T1VE Itbattle
OF
meant merely a change of tactics1 by the federal commander.
stated
It was
authoritatively
that no truce had been arranged. The
troops today obtained pos
Hope- government
session of the Y. M. C. A.' building,
which had been in the hands of the
rebels since the second day's fighting
The leaders of the government troops
are preparing for aggressive action
against the rebel positions. It is said
AMPLE PROTECTION AFFORDED AMERICANS they intend to use dynamite grenades
and mortars throwing dynamite shells.
This Is virtually what was announced
by President Madero last night.
Every Request of the Consul Is Being Granted By Leaders of Both Important Developments Expected
Important developments are expectWarring Factions United States' Course Is Commended by
ed to take place in the course of the
Many Foreirjn Nations This Govarnment Begins Assemday. It was found shortly after daylight that the rebels under Diaz had
bling Fighting Forces at Guantanamo, Cuba, and
extended their lines and
materially
Be
AH
to
Posts
Ready .
Orders Are Sent to
Army
were threatening some of the federal
For Marching at Short Notice ,

APPROVAL

TELEGRAPH

and another four blocks east of the
embassy.
Up to 9 o'clock, however,
these batteries, as well as the federal
cannon, had maintained silence and
everybody in the vicinity waited In
anxious anticipation for what was to
take place.
Army and Navy to
Further preparations for
between the army and navy tor
any exigency in the Mexican situa
tion went forward today with the assembling of 2,000 marines at Newport News and Philadelphia, from
wh. re they are to be transported to
a concentrated camp at Guantanamo.
It was expected the two regiments
At Guantanamo
would sail today.
they will be seventy hours from
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New York, Feb. 18 There will be
Theodore
American no firemen's strike on the eastern
railroads..
The railroads yielded toTelegraph and Telephone company
to arbitrate under
and
day
agreed
Union
hab
and the Western
company,
been appealed to by Speaker K. L. the Erdman act the controversy with
Baca in an effort to secure a copy the Brotherhood of Locomotive Fireof a certain telegram said to be in men and Enginemen. Thefiremen
of the had stood, to a man, for this method
possession of the manager
of arbitration ever since the dead-loc- k
Western Union office here.
began; the railroads had stood
a
sent
Baca
letter
Speaker
today
firm
for
arbitration before a commisto Mr. Vail, containing this request,
In compliance with a house resolution sion of six men. Three men, acting
which charges that the telegram was under the law, will decide the firewritten "by a member of the house men's claims and their decision will
be binding.
to himself."
f
The firemen selected their Repretele-giaAlthough t!' contents of the
are not contained ther, thj r sentative on the board of arbitrators
as soon as the railroads' decision
solution reciies that the "situation is
was announced. He is Albert Phila reflection upon all members of the
of Sacramento, Calif., vice presilips
house until the person
ritieg the
dent
of their organization. The railU
is made known.'roads selected as their man A. W.
vice president and general
NO SENATOR ELECTED.
manager of the Pennsylvania lines,
Springfield, 111., Feb. 18. The east. Within a day or two these
fourth joint ballot of the legislature men will select the third or neutral
for the long term senatorshlp today member.
resulted in no choice. L. Y. Sherman, republican, received 76 votes;
J. P. Lewis, democrat, 87 votes, and
MINERS RECEIVE
F. H. Funk, progressive, 19 votes;
necessary, 109 votes. The fourth
joint ballot in the short term
A LOW WAGE
resulted In no choice.
.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE
COLORADO
INVESTIGATORS IS TO THA.T
EFFECT. -

'S PET

UP GOES BEFORE

THE GOVERNOR

EFFORT WILL BE MADE TO ACCOMPANYING THE LAS VEGAS
"HAVE SIMILAR ACTION TAKEN
LOSSY SUPPOSEDLY
TO
HELP ITS CAUSE.
IN THE UPPER BRANCH

AN

SAYS

Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 18.
N. Vail, president of the

IT

TAKE
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LABOR

. Santa
18. President
Fe, N. M., Feb. IS. Despite
Washington, Fob.
the fact that he assisted in framing
Taft's veto of the Burnett-Dillinghaimmigration bill was overturned In the the measure and announced that He
aenate today when the bill was re favored its passage, John D. W. Veedpassed, 72 to 18, greatly in excess of er, yesterday afternoon, when, lie acs
An companied the Las Vegas delegation
Vote necessary.
the
the that called upon Governor William
attempt will be made to
C. McDonald to ask his support lor
bill in the house.
Senator Dillingham, one of till the bill authorizing the board of trusauthors of the bill, attacked Secretarj tees of the Las Vegas; land grant to
Nagel for condemning the literacy test inv.est its funds in, such a manner
"The immigration commission," said as to insure the completion pi the
Senator Dillingham, "had made an In- irrigation project north of Las Vevestigation of all the principal indus gas, arose with majestic mieu ana
tries east of the Rocky mountains and the sunlight shining upon his handit snowed .mat immigrants wno came some gray locks and informed the
in more than a decade ago were draw governor that he was opposed to the
ing higher wages than those who have proposed law as it had been drawn.
arrived within the last ten years. He. proceeded to explain verbosely
This cheap, unskilled class of labor and more or less eloquently the reacoming in for the last ten years has sons lot which he opposed the bill.
Mr. Veeder, however,
crowded out the better class of immiapparently
did not make any great impression
grants..
"The immigration commission shows L upon the chief .executive of the state,
that 87 per cent of this class of mi- who informed tha committee he
grants enter singly and work for low would be glad to do .inything iu nia
wages, crowding out the older class power to assist it in eecunj ilio legof immigrants. It is for the congress islation sought.
But Mr. Veeder was not squelched.
of the United States to "say whether
He went forth from the committee
it wants that class or not."
room, held a littie junta with Lieutenant Governor E. C. de Baca and
LET WOMEN VOTE
ifefferson City. Mo., Feb. 18. The began a campaign to defeat the bill.
Missouri senate today sent to en It is understood- that Air. fie Baca,
grossment, by a vote of 19 to 7, the is giving Mr. Veeder all possible asbill giving women the right to vote. sistance.
In order to convince the governor
The senate defeated a proposed constitutional amendment containing a and every legislator that the bill
"grandfather clause" and prescribing drawn yesterday mornin" by the Las.
the payment of a
tax as a qualifi- Vegas committee meets the approval of the entire delegation, that body
cation for. voting.
held a meeting this afternoon and
adopted unanimously the following
DR. FRIEDIIANN SAILS resolution, presented, by Jefferson.
Haynolds:
"Resolved that it is the sense of
FOR NEW YORK TODAY this
meeting that the bill as drawn,
the approval of all tha
up meets
WILL
ENDEAVOh
TO CURE 95 members of the Ias Vegas delegation
and Is absolutely necessary to make
OUT OF 100 CASES OF
TUBERCULOSIS.
possible the completion of the Las
Vegas irrigation system, and any efDr.
fort to change the measure on tha-parIS.
Feb.
Friedrich
Berlin,
of John 1. W. Veeder or 1. C,
Fiiedniann, whose c.lamis to the dise
serum
a
Baca is without the approval ot
covery of
curing tuberculosis have been much discussed, this meeting and Is condemned by
sailed, for New York today on the
steamer Kron Prlnzessiu Cecilia lie
This morning the Las Vegas k!,- took with him a quantity of the live by met with the finance committee,
germs which he asserts are m ef- - of tho house of representatives ant
ficaclous, and it is understood he pro- presented the bill for the information,
poses to attempt' to cure 93 out ot and consideration of that body. Tho
100 cases of tuberculosis,' a test for measure is said to have met the apwhich a New York oanker has of- proval of the committee. It is likely
fered ?1,U00,IHI0 fee if success is at- that it will he introduced lute this
afternoon.
tained.
Members of the Las Vegas dclega- -'
tion declare that they have been
NEGRO PORTER TESTIFIES.
by prominent members ot t!ni
Vernon, Texas, Feb, 18. A negro
porter's testimony waB brought Into legislature- that tho bill will do
the trial of John Beal Sneed for thaJ passed.
aiiuged murder of Al G Boyco, Jr.,
LONG SESSION PROPOSED.
today. Tho defense introduced a
Washington, Feb 38. House lendtranscript of the testimony of the
negro, who was employed on the ers today began putting into effect
train that carried Boyco, eloping With their plans for bKndilng tho lario
Mrs. Snend from. Fort Worth in No- amount of business remain'!!-.- to t
disposed of before March i. C'liai.-ma- a
vember, 1911, to Canada.
"
'
Fit:;:'eiald, of the ;ir?"-"Testimony of nine defense witnesses
a !' 'i
i'-- "
was given as tending to show that Al commJU'e,
C. Boyco was in Port Worth and Dal- dor that the fcoi.so !: " e1. T i
las last summer while, sirs. Sliced was 10:30 a. iu. r.r.d jy,.
a
in Dallas, and was planning to elope ask for
tt t ? cviry
with a second tunc-two-third-
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ABIDE

CONSTIT-

Vera Cruz.
DILLS
White a veil of secrecy was thrown
about preparations for mobilizing an
army expeditionary force at Galves- SEVEN
LAWS
NEW
ton, from the troops now on the
WILL BE ADDED TO NEW
board, it was known that troops as
JERSEY STATUTES
far as north as Leavenworth, Kansas, had beeu ordered in readiness.
Trenton, N. J., Feb. 18. Governor
The order last night to send two ot
bills this
seven anti-truWilson's
at
Newport
the army transports
in exactly
house
the
afternoon
passed
News to Galveston, disclosed tnat the
the senas
the
same
form
passed
they
geneial staff was actually organic ate
now
back
The
week.
go
bills
last
ing for the possibility of a movement to
in which they
the
the
senate,
body
from the latter paint.
for formal transmission to
This will leave the r'irst brigade originated,
the
governor..
of the First army division, already
The senate already having adjournunder marching orders without ships,
the bills will not reach
but H la assumed, that the war de- ed for
..until
tomorrow, when
tho
governor
partment bus arrangements with mer,
become laws.
will
be
and
signed
Ofthey
mail
Biibsidy.
a
chant lines under
to the hills In the
The
t- -e
opposition
ficials were kept, in suspense by
was largely porfunetory anil
continued, Censorship at Mexico City house
came
only from the republican minorand official dispatches we e brief.
embraces, eight of the 60
which
ity,
American Gets Three Bullets
of the assembly.
members
Hilar F. Gilmore, an elderly American, who Is the manager of an important mechanical works here, was
struck in his right forearm by three
bullets today as he was unconcerned,
1
TODAY IN CGNGKESS
.
He
ly walking along Collma street.
ran into the middle of a skirmish be 8
tween detachments of rebels and
Washington, Feb. 18. Senate: Key
of Nevada sworn In to comPittman
Armistice
Rebels Broke the
The Mexican embassy today gave plete term of the late Senator Nixon.
District of Columbia committee
out the following offilcal telegram received in regard to the break of the agreed to report favorably bill pre
scribing eight nour day for women
armistice in Mexico City:
workers In tho District of Columbia,
of
the
"The cause of the breaking
Debate opened on immigration bill,
armistice was that the rebels took advantage of it to try to install a piece with agreement to vote at 3 p. m. on
over the president's
ef artillery at the corner of Victoria its
and Dahleras streets. The federal av- - veto.
Considered
miscel!neotie
House.
(Contln-ie-
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ERDMAN
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PASSED
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RAILWAYS AGREE TO FIREMEN'S VOTES DOWN PRESIDENT TAFT'S AFTER PROMISING TO SUPPORT
MEASURE HE HELPS FRAME,
VETO BY MORE THAN
DEMANDS
REGARDING
HE CHANGES HIS MIND.
ARBITRATION.
OF THE BALLOTS

OF
INQUIRES
COMPANY CON-

BACA

SPEAKER.

DEFEAT THE

IfllGRATIO

LINES

TROTH

REPASSES VEEDER TRIES TO

AVERTED HOUSE
EASTERN

ON

LEARNING

ON

ANNOO

IMS STRIKE

HOU SE

DECISION IS REACHED AT NOON

legislation.

Denver, Feb. IS
of

the strike

in.

The investigation
the northern Colo-

rado coal fields was commenced1 today by a special Joint legislative
The miners are represented
at the hearing by T. A. Mcllarg and
M. M, Rinn; tho operators by E. J.
Churchill and J. B. Sickman.
John Lawson, president of District
United Mine Workers oi America,
was the first witness examined. He
testified that the annual wages of
miners in the northern Colorado
fields are from $3,r.O to $'(00.
com-mitte-

WILSON

BODGES WHEN

SUFFRAGETTES COME
HIDES IN
OF NEW
JERSEY CAPITOL.

PRESIDENT-ELEC-

OF-FIC-

IN GARRET

Trenton, N. J., Feb. Is. Presidentelect Wilson was caught in. a Jam of
several hundred suffragettes wnen
ho arrived at the state house today.
The women, carrying yellow flags
on which was th slogan "Votes for
women," crowded the corridors of
the building and the governor was
dejiyed several minutes trying to
get, through the door.
The suffragettes were not awart
the president-elec- t
was in the crowd
and continued to the assembly chamber where a hearing was held on the
suffrage question. The governor etole
away to an office on the top floor of
the building and dictated letters
without being disturbed or

ill
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Ezl TuberccJcsIs

BITERS

cl Glands; Now Well
yon are a u(Terer from filandul.
or know of auynno
TiiberculosU,
afflicted, it mlgbt bo well to Investigate
tbl case, whore the writer declares after
a year of sulTerlnR, he found permanent
relief and full recovery to health by
uHlns Eckman's Alterative, a medicine
which has been effective in many casca
of Tuberculoma:
1T.7
Lnruston St., Phtla., Pa.
"Gentlemen : In March, 11X19. I was
taken sick and my doctor pronounced
In the Glands.
my case 'Tuberculosis not
help me, and
Medical treatment did
went to a hosI
on my doctor's advice,
relief was
but
be
upon,
to
operated
pital
lost strength, and at
only temporary. Icold
sweats and fever.
times would have
In April, 11)10, I returned to the hospital,
but tlie continued operations were not
benefiting me.
In the meantime, a friend of mine
advised Kckmiiu'a Alterative,
saying It
was good for Tuberculosis. The wounds
In my neck were still open and in a
frightful condition when twoI started toI
After using
take it.
bottles,
found I was improving, having gained
weight, could eat, and was able to sleep.
I continued
using It until I was well,
which was In November, 1010. Before 1
took the medicine, I had three hemorrhages; since I have been taking it, I
have not had any. On November 11,
1910, I started to work, and since that
time I have not lost one day's work
I can highly recomthrough sickness. Alterative
to anyone
mend Eekman'g
who is suffering from Tuberculosis or
Gland Trouble, providing tbey take it
I will gladly correspond
aa directed.
with any party desiring further inforthe medicine did for me."
of
what
mation
nflliluvitl .lflSKFH K. Wilt t M.
is effective In BronAlterative
Eekman's
chitis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
in upbuilding the
and
Lung Troubles,
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
habit-formin- g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
toiitnir
recoveries and write to Eckman

If

HAVING GOOD

III
REUNION IN SANTA FE IS ATTENDED BY A
LARGE DELEGATION.

Santa Fe, N. M Feb. 18 Mason a
from all over the state and In tact
from Colorado, too are gathered toreday to take part in the eleventh
Accepted
and
of
Ancient
union
the
Scottish Rite, Valley o Santa Fe,
Orient of New Mexico.
The object of the reunion is conferring of degrees and this function
takes up most of the time of the officials and candidates. The ceremonies, carried out with all the splendor
of the Scottish Rite, are held In .he (
auditorium of the Masonic Cathedral
the handsome new edifice which
has been admired by. all visitors to
the city. There, on a large stage
equipped with scenery unsurpassed
by any theater or Masonic edifice in
the southwest, the ceremonies are
carried out oy the various lodges,
coschapters and consistories. The
tumes worn by the officials are elaborate and take one back to the days
of long ago. A beautiful feature of
the function is the sympathetic support 'lent during the ceremony or at
certain intervals by the musical accompaniment, the great organ in the
cathedral being used.
' Sacred Concert.
The reunion was informally opened
Sunday afternoon with a sacred concert and organ recital which was
open to Masons and their guests.
There was a large and highly inter
ested audience to hear the program.
Mrs. G. H. Van Stone opened the pro-- !
gram with an organ selection, the
"Introduction to the Third Act from
Lohengrin" and closed the prognm
with Handel's Largo. This was the
second time Mrs. Van Stone was
heard here as an organist and music
the concert
lovers who attended
were enthusiastic in their praise of
her ability as a musician.
The selections heard at the concert Included a solo by Mrs. R.
y. Winchester, who has a sympathet-ivoice of fine' quality; a contralto
solo by Miss Edna Abrahamson, wno
is one of Santa i e's singers enjoying much popularity nere; a baritone
selection by R. L. Ormsbee, which
was much appreciated: a bass solo
by Llewellyn C Hall, whose voice is
a rich basso.
The male choir sang "Remember,
Now Thy Creator," bringing out to
good effect the voices of Messrs.
,
Teare, Kirkpatrick, Schofield,
McBride and Hall.
Ormsbee,
Jost before the final organ selection
the Scottish Rite choir sang the

o

c'iass picture. 10:30 a. m.
conferring of the fifteenth degree,
"Knight of the Bast," the following
officers, comprising the Court of
King Cyrus:
John S. R. Hammit, Worsulpri::
Ruler; James H. Wroth, Venerable
Scribe; Ira L. Primshaw, Master of
Ceremonies; James A. Rutledge, Captain of the Guard; Nathan Jaffa,
9 a. m.

u.

Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for evidence. For sale by all leading druggists
E. G. Murphey pnd Central Drug
Company.

"Hallejah Chorus"

from

Handel's

The precision of attack
Messiah.
and the richness of the voices made
this number one of surpassing delimit.
played a
Miss Elizabeth
cello in a trio, Mrs. Winchester being
the soprano so'.oift and Mrs. Van
Stone, organist. Uie number was declared a musical gem.
were many compliments
There
d
heard for the music committee,
13.
Paul
and
R.
of J. A. Massie,
com-posr-

L. C.

last night.

Others taking part are: Nathan
Jaffa, Zarababal;' Llewellyn C Hall,
Charles A. Wheelon,
King) Cyrus;
Satrap; Melvin T. Ouniavy, Master
Frederick Muller,
of Ceremonies;
Master of Infantry; Fran E. Andrews, Master of Palace; Samuel El- dodt, Master of Finance; Michael
O'Neill, Master' of Chancery; WeBley
O'Connor, Jr., Captalr-- of the Guard.
The Class.
The class Is as foil ws:
Robert Preston Boone, Sliver City;
Earl Hartwell Christian, Clovis; Harold H. Coggcshall, Santa Fe; Georgr
Andrus Crnmb, Lovington; Thomas
Mickey DuBois, Corona; Edward John
Eames. Santa Fe; Robert Ellsworth
Johnson, Santa Fe; William John
ston Lucas, East Las Vegas; A'iphon- so Melton, Lovington; Lewis Rapp,
Demingt; Edward Livingston Redding,
Santa Fe; Christian Otto, Clayton;
Lorin C. Collins, Santa Fe; George
Hastings Reed, Santa Fe; Henry
Julius Rehder, Albuquerque; Soren
Pinglung, Hurley; William Henry
Springer, Las Vegas; Harry Oren
Donald Dow
Strong, Albuquerque;
Vic Roy, Santa Fe; Harry Linus
Will-soWhite, Chama; Horace George
Dulce;
Gallup; Emmet Wirt,
Norman Landon King, Santa Fe;
Charles Edward Linney, Santa Fe;
William E. Dame, American Clurj,
Mexico City; Herbert B. Holt, Las
Cruces; Frank W. Parker, Santa Fe;
Frank L. Smith, Roswell; William
Randolph Ix)velace, Fort

An interesting feature of the- luncheon was the presen.ee of Vice President Thomas R. Marshall, a prominent Mason who was the gueBt of
the Masons here in reunion from
noon until 2 p. m. The distinguished
visitor witnessed the conferring of
the fourth degree. He was escorted
around the cathedral and expressed

Santa Fe, N. ;vl., Feb. 18. Jose
Garcia of Questa and formerly an in
mate of the state prison in this city,
shot and killed his nephew, Teodoro
Garcia, at his brother's house, three
miles north of Taos, Saturday night,
according to information brought
here by residents of Taos wh- arrived in the city last evening. Dr.
T. P. Martin held a rpst mortem examination. He said that the young
man was shot wltn. a 44 caliber pistol and that death was almost instantaneous. The bullet struck him above
the stomach and came out in the
small of the back, above the right
hip.

Joe Garcia was arrested and was
in the Taos jail bunday when the
party left for Santa Fe. The circum
stances of the killing could not be
learned. According to the Taosites,

admiration over its architectural
beauties and splendid equipment.
Mr. Marshall is a 33rd degree
and an active member of ths
supreme council for the Northern
Jurisdiction of the United Statee, aif
a member of the Indiana consistory.
Today's Program.
The program of the reunion today
is as follows:
Ma-Bo- n

LAXATIVE-TONIMILD, RELIABLE
NO
io SOMETHING
BE
SHOULD
FAMILY
WITHOUT
home should be
No
without a laxative for there is scarcely
a day in a family of several persons
that someone doesn't complain of a
headache, of sleeplessness, or show
the first signs of a cold.
A laxative then becomis a necessity
or what was a trifling congestion at
the beginning may run into a serious
No harsh remedy is
cold or fever.
but
needed,
simply a mild laxative-tonithat will make the liver active
and stir up the bowels. People who
have tried a great many things, and
are themselves heads of families who
have seen the little Ws run to big
ones, will tell you that there is nothing
better than Dr. Caldwell's .Syrup Pepsin, which you can obtain at any drug
store for fifty cents or one dollar a
bottle, the latter being the family size.
Among the great believers in Syrup
Pepsin for constipation in old or young
and aa a general household emergency
emedy, is Mrs. J. W. Anderson, Osaafter
writes
who
using
watomie, Kan.,
one sample bottle and two dollar bot
tles of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin:
On the plea of the duty that every,
one owes to fellow sufferers, I appeal
to all such who are bowed in spirit,
broken in health and discouraged with
life, not to give up until they hav
given Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin a
fair trial." Syrup Pepsin is scientificand its purity is
ally compounded
ouched for. Mothers give it to tinv

liiSill

d

.

DELAY

AVOID

ON LINERS'

MRS. J. W. ANDERSON

babies, and grown people, taking a
little larger amount, find it equally
effective. It is mild and gentle, pleasant-tasting
and free from griping.
It does not hide behind a high
sounding name and is absolutely free
from any prohibited ingredient. Families: who once use Syrup Pepsin forever after avoid cathartics, salts, pills
and other harsh medicines, for these
only do temporary good, are nauseous and a shock to any delicate system.
Such things should never be
given to children.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of it before buying It In the regular way of
a druggist, send your address a postal do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 117
Washington St., Monticello, 111., and
a free sample bottle will be mailed

Each cup
drug.

PIERS
IT IS PROPOSED TO HAVE CUS
TOMS INSPECTORS TRAVEL
ON OCEAN SHIPS

Fretting and
and
pleading,
scores,
threatening and tempting,
stood at the Lusitania's pier for more
than two hours the other day because
TJnele Sam had to be convinced that
"
they were not .tiding to smuggle
ashore.
They were ocean
something
travelers whose luggage waa being
rummaged right there on the dock,
when, in truth, they need not have
been detained a single moment if a
very feasible change in the govern
mental inspection system were put in
New York, Feb.
blustering
fuming,

18.

ng

So far as known no coffee is sold today (however processed or prepared) that
is free from caffeine.
If coffee is "getting" you, and if you wish to leave the headache,
behind, the
biliousness, indigestion and nervousness of
is
to quit coffee and use
safe and easy way
coffee-drinkin-

IP

3 TW jiji

This richly flavored table beverage tastes much like the higher

grades of true Oriental Java, but is guaranteed absolutely
pure and free from caffeine or any other harmful element.

Postum now comes in improved form called

115

lf

You

g,

inspectors can clear the
in say two and one-hahours,
it is a matter of short calculation to
show that six men, working 11 hours
a day, the same as the mail clerks,
could perform the customs task in the
aggregate of 52 working hours on the
five-davoyage between ports.
The scheme of examination on board
ship may be described as follows: The
luggage of all passengers Is now car
ried on the vessels employing the
mail service, which, the proposed customs inspection on hoard ship is to
immediately cover so that passengers
have access daily to their belongings.
This access could be systematized so
that the six customs inspectors could
first examine such luggage as the pas
senger does not need on the voyage.
These trunks or boxes after examina
tion can be officially sealed, signifying they are "O. K." and that bo
much of the work has been performed. Much of the luggage in certain
cases of the
"millionaire"
or stage celebrity consist of tninks
packed with Parisian gowns and other (similar purchases that will not need
be opened for use on the voyage.
Let us hope the six inspectors begin their task as soon as the steamer
clears the foreign port. A few hours
may be allowed by them for the preliminary confusion to subside and the
crew to get things In shipshape order.
Once the "on board" inspection is
adopted there will be a system planned whereby passengers will he asked
to
as far as possible and
and the ship's men to bo place luggage
where it can be examined with the
least friction. A placard can be post
ed informing every one of the passen
ger list of the day and hoiir of the
If

York?

dust when New York, looks best to
him and he wants to stretch his legs
and kiss a clean piece of .Manhatan-nes- e
soil out of Bheer home again delight the .journeyer is hemmed In like
a zoo exhibit because he is considered guilty and must prove his innocence
of intent to graft on the government.
Why should he be thus bated if it
If you are a voymay! be avoided?
ager you are all you look superficially
and in addition you're a soothing volcano of anathema beneath, with millions of mental maledictions thrown
in.

One of those things, you ay, that
can't lie endured and therefore must
in solvbe endured. The cure
of simrules
the
the
problem
by
ing
ple arithmetic. Try this on your

ns

South 5,doPVii.

BUTTERIOC FASHIONS

venient places.
The very final examination will
be of receptacles of the least
hulk. How Boon this examination can
be made rests with the passenger.
And just here will come a vital point
for the passenger's consideration. In
just so far as he defers final examin-- i
ation, just so far will he be detained
on the pier.
For a part of the proposed system
is not to compel the traveler to have
all his belongings examined aboard
r.hip if he elect otherwise. There will
bo one or two inspectors on the pier
when the ship arrives or one or two
of the six ship inspectors can take
their station on the pier to "clear"
such passengers as would not make a
clearance possible on board ship because of their dilatoriness or refusal
to facilitate the ship examination.
How many passengers after five or six
days of travel will yearn to place ob
stacles in the way of their own clear
ance, let a student of human nature

decide.
Can as vigilant and as suspicious an
examination be made aboard ship a.3
on the pier? Why not? What can
a passenger evade on ship that,
evade on pier? Wherein is
the pier system any more positive
than the ship system can be? How
does the smuggler act on the pier to
insure detection that he will not act
on ship? Your luggage is opened on
the pier and you or your representative stand by while the examination
you.
is made. If you can't hide anything
on the pier, how can you hide it on
as they dock, likewise the luggage of
are slipped from hand
travelers may be examined on the ship? If gems
to hand in one place they can in an
im
so
disembark
that they may
way
other. If an examination of clothing
mediately, having the same rights and can
be made on pier because of sus
facilities, surely, as mail matter.
why not on board ship?
Lusi-tani- a picion,

Can't Get Away From It
When You Buy

'lllll

c

TO

.$osenatd(6 Son

logi-vall- y

tot

Jose Garcia shot ftmeterio Martinez
some years ago and' served a few
years in the state prison here when operation.
Here's the scheme. It proposes a
ho was released. He will probably
examination ot tne luggage
customs
in
Taos
today.
be arraigned
of ocean voyagers at sea thereby end
ing the vexatious, boresome and irritating delay of hours at a penned up
pier after debarkation.
No one will deny that the weary
journeyer from abroad, after he has
spent the best part of a week within
circumscribed cabin and decK
the
Coffee.
Buy Caffeine
limits of an ocean liner, is driven to
the verge of tantalized frenzy when
and caffeine is the subtle but vicious drug
the luggage rummage begins. Why
shouldn't he be able to step ashore
in coffee that irritates the heart, impair? dv
the same as from a North River ferry
gestion and upsets the nerves.
boat? Step down with no more hind
rance than there is to alighting from
health-destroyito 3 grains of this habit-formincontains from
a train that has carried him all the
mileage from San Francisco to New
pun-lavy-

J

A

MURDER IN TAOS.

-

Noted Guest.

voyage when their luggage will be in-spected. It may not all be done the
first voyage. The smoothness of thej
mail service system was not attained
in a moment. The servants of travelers of course will attend the examinations of inspectors made in incon-

Every Homo OqgA
Tbla F(no Remedy

Hall.

Lunch at Noon.
Following the meeting of candi
dates yesterday, luncheon was served
in the banquet hall. In the afternoon
the class of twenty or . more candi
dates proceeded to take the degrees
which range from the fourth to the
fourteenth, the latter being conferred
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"Butterick Fashions"
Illustrating

Spring's Newest Styles

fVER 600 new, smart,

J

tied Spring

It is regular Postum, percolated at the

factory and reduced to a soluble powder. A level
in a cup with hot water makes a very fascinating beverage instantly.

In thousands of homes Postum has won its place at table by bringing
comfort and sa.tisfa.dion.

"There's
For

s.le by Grocers

everywhere.

Reason"

ul

health,

clerks da now. Customs inspectors
are to examine luggage aboard ships
the same as mail clerks sort, mail
mall is
now. And as
ported and curried off vessels as soon
trans-Atlanti- c

prac-- f

styles!

2,000 distinct

Over

illustrations

An absolutely complete assortment
of designs for everything for
!
family wear. A superb issue

Any Butterick Pattern FREE
WITH EVERY

COPY-2-

Sc

Call at the pattnn counter anj buy a copy

S.csmwtm& dm
I,tHijkl

Bit

Mrs. S. S. S.. Van Buren

St,

King-

ston, N. Y. (full name furnished on
applicalioni had such decided benefit
from using Foley's Honey and Tar
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Compound that she shares her good
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine fortune with others. She writes:
Tablets. Druggists refund money If It Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
voice back to me during
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- brought my
a severe case of bronchitis and larynnature Is on each box. 25c.
Oh, how many people I have
gitis.
recommended It to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
$100 REWARD 9100
The readers of this paper will be
When Burton Holmes recently gave
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has his celebrated travelogue on "Panbeen able to cure in all Its stages ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh was seriously Interupted by continual
Cure is the only positive cure now coughing of the audience. No one an.
known to the medical fraternity. Ca noys willingly and it people with
tarrh being a constitutional disease, re coughs, colds, hoarseness and tickling
quires a constitutional treatment in throat would use Foley's Honey and
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally Tar Compound, they could
quickly
acting directly upon the blood and cure their coughs and colds and arold
mucous surfaces of the system, there- this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and
by destroying the foundation of the Red Cross Drug Co. AdT.
the patient
disease, and
giving
strength by building up the constituW. S. Skelton, a merchant at Stantion and assisting nature In doing Us
would not take
work. The proprietors have so much ley, Ind., says he
relief a single hox of
faith in its curative powers that they $100.00 for thePills
gave him. T had
Kidney
offer One Hundred Dollars for any aFoley
trouble with
of
severe
attack
kidney
case that it fails to cure. Send for
sharp pains through my hack and
list of testimonials.
hardly straighten up. A single
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO.,. To could
box of Foley Kidney Pills entirely reledo, Ohio.
lieved me." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consil Cross Drug Co. Adv.
pation. Adv.
Conductor S. L. Miller, Norfolk,
Nebr., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
N. W. Ry. Co., recommends Foley

WITH

THE BOXERS.

Kidney Pills and says: "I have used 4-Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfacTom Ginty and Al Ketchel will meet
tory results and endorse their use for
any one afflicted with kidney trouble. in Bridgeport, Conn., February 17.
They are all right" O. G. Schaefer
Digger Stanley and Eddie Morgar
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
will box for the bantamweight chamThere Is no better medicine made pionship of England in Ixmdon next
for colds than Chamberlain's Cough month.
Remedy. It acts on nature's plan, reManager Dan Morgan says that it
lieves the lungs, opens the secretions, ts
a cinch that Knockout Brown will
aids expectoration; and restores the
Joe Rivers In
defeat
Angeles on
system to a healthy condition. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
February 22.
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LAS VEGAS
INTEREST

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

'

INSTANT POSTUM

If

Just Out

slate:
If It takes 11,1 customs Inspectors
on a New York pier an average of
two hours to clear the Lusltanla, how
many customs Inspectors working 11
hours dally on board the Lusltanla en
voyage will lie required to examine
all luggage and have the vessel clear-ewhile it steams from England to
America? Here iH the pier inspection
curse cure in general:
Customs Inspectors are to travel
aboard shi
the same as ocean mail

Vl

T

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Ca.pite.1 Stock, S3O.000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Win. G. Uaydon
fl. W. Kelly
D. Ti Hoskins

President
Vice Presidenl
Treasurer

Interest Paid on Deposits
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FRENCH

DRIVER FELT BAD
ALL

IN ENGLISH

NEW

THE TIME

PRESIDENT GIRLS WHO ARE

TARES UP HIS

Lady Suffered a Great
Deal, But Is Ail Right Now.

ALBERT GUYOT WILL PILOT
SUNBEAM MACHINE AT INDIANAPOLIS

A

Shellhorn, Ala. In a letter from this
place, Mrs. Carrie May says: "A short
time ago, I commenced to have wealt
I felt bad all
spells and headaches.
the time, and soon grew so bad I
couldn't stay up. I thought I would die.
At last my husband got me a bottle
of Cardni, and It
helped ma; so he got
some more. After I had taken tha
second bottle, I was entirely well.
I wish every
lady, suffering from
womanly trouble, would try Cardul.
It Is the best medicine I know of. It
did me more good tuan anything I ever
used."
Cardul Is a woman's tonic a
strengthening mcdicino for women,
made from ingredients that act specifically on the womanly organs, and
thus help to build up the womanly constitution to glowing good health.
As a remedy for woman's ills, It has
a successful record of over 50 years.
Your druggist sells It. Plsase try It

t

PALJUIERVOUS

Shellhorn

CAR

FEBRUARY

May Find Help in Mrs.
Letter About
Her Daughter.

DUTIES

18, 1913.

IriREE

TheDoCTOR

'

PLAYS AND PLAYERS
1

Paul Cazeneuve has a stock company in Morristown, N. J.
There is to be a revival of "Rob
Roy" about Easter time.
Marie Dressier is to gp out at the
head of a vaudeville company.
Vincent Serrano is in vaudeville
with a sketch called "The Outlook."
Douglas Fairbanks is to g0 to London in "A Regular Business Man."
Augustus Thomas is to write a
Play for Henry Miller for next sea-

El-sto- n's

RAIMOND POINCARE
SUCCEtiiS
M. FALLIERES AS EXECUTIVE OF FRANCE.

jffdAer

U

The questions answered below are
general in character; the symptoms
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of similar nature.
Those wishing further advice, free,
may address Dr. Lewis Baker, College Bldg., College-Ellwoo- d
streets,
Dayton, Ohio, enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must he given but
only initials or fictitious name will
be used In my answers. The prescriptions can be filled at any
drug store Any druggist can
order of wholesaler.

Burlington, Iowa.-"Lv- dia
E. PinV.
ham's Vegetable Compound has cured
my daughter of
weakness. She was
AlFeb.
IS.
With
troubled almost a
ludianaolis, Ind.,
,
Paris, Feb. 18. Raimond Poincare
bert Guyot, most famous of all French
year with it and
t.. A..'
.,
today assumed the duties of presi
ji
'
complained of backf
dent of the republic, while former
drivers, at the wheel, an English
son.
ache, so that I
to
is
car
scheduled
start
racing
President Fallieres passed into priLouise Randolph has been engaged
thought she would
Interna
in the third annual
vate life. The transfer of office took
be an invalid.
She for the cast of "The Hundredth
Inrace
tional Sweepstakes
at the
lace in the Elysee palace this aftor-noowa9
entirely run Man."
dianapolis Motor Speedway, May 30.
The ceremony did not. differ
down, pale, nervous
W. A. Brady is to produce a play
am' without appe
This word has been received by the
in any material feature from the proby Owen Davis called "The Family
1
w
a
s
"it.
officials of the Indianapolis Speedway,
very
gram followed at previous inaugural
u KCU Cupboard."
tions.
Guyot sending a cablegram saying
.
tv'V,
Iiut, aside from the formal t,t
r ,i: n rmnnara
The Shuberts are to make a star
"Marie" writes: "I would like a to the cheeks and lips and a
ut
s
Cllu
vege- uyuiau.
sparkle
that he would enter the race as the
pupuiaiuy oi in. roin- - iaoie compound through friends and revival of "The Beggar Student" in remedy for a pimply, oily skin. l of health to the eyes.
Sunbeam pilot and that formal entry
now
was
care
I praise it because it Las cured my the
evidenced by popular re- .
suffer from constipation, headache
early spring-blanks were being forwarded by mail.
Mrs. t . m. Alston, R. D.
joiclngs throughout the country, the raunter- Mrs. Patrick Campbell, who has and indigestion."
"Mrs. O." writes: "Kindly publish
Iowa-anNa
3'
of
American followers
automobile
Burlgton,
demonstrations being more general
been seriously ill for some time, is
the prescription for rheumaagain
Answer:
Get
been
Case
anxious
from
see
more
of
to
have
Another
your druggist
enthusiastic than were ever
racing
long
Girl,
on the road to recovery.
reported
tism
which
you gave to 'Ted' some
three grain sulpherb (ablets and
the Sunbeam car in action, but this is
before known to mark we advent of! Scanlon, Minn. "I used to be both-- a
rancis Carlyle is ,to appear in take
time
ago."
with
nervous
cred
and
8Pe,ls.
to
would
the first time that one of these fleet
new president in France
directions.
These
according
cry vaudeville under the direction
The en- of Jos- tablets are
Answer: I shall be very glad to retire country kept a holiday in honor fill WPfllf arwjlla aannoioDn !H
packed in sealed tubes
speed chariots has; ever been entered N. B Writ', to: Ladies' Advisory Dept.,
in
Hart
a
eph
i enn.. foi SpecvA
Medicine Co.. Chat
play called "The Fer- and contain full directions for
peat the formula. Get at the drug
In an American event. The car has loilrurtimu,
of
the
occasion.
The
ofusing.
"Home
and
Treataiaal
government
b.k.
I also ret"
fur Women." sent im pimin
I have found them to be the most store the following ingredients and
i'
wrajiu. on reuuet
fices, the schools and many places had a tender place in mv riirht side
long held the reputation of being the
Klaw and Erlanger
will produce reliable in such
ailments as arise mix yourself, taking a teaspoonful at
of business remained closed for tne which pained when I did any hard an
fastest car in England, and with a
adaptation of a foreign attraction from constipation.
man at the helm with a reputation car upheld the reputation it had made day.
worK. 1 took Lyriia E. Pinkham s Veg- They are made meal times and at bedtime. Iodide
called "The Circassian Beauty" in
of sulphur, cream of tartar and herb of potassium 2 drams; sodium salias great as is that of Guyot there is during the same month of the preIn Paris many buildings were deco- etable Compound and my symptoms all
the near future.
cnanged, and 1 am certainly feeling
medicines and if taken regularly wil'i cylate 4 drams; wine of colchicum
no doubt but that it will be seen un- ceding year when a
rated with flags and bunting, while fine.
It is again announced that Ethel cure
recommend
to
I
it
every
suffering
oz.; comp. essence cardiol l oz.;
created 15 world's records: Last pictures of the new
your constipation and purify
der the best possible circumstances.
president were woman or girL You may use this let- Barrymore will appear in a dramati
the blood, thus causing your skin to comp. fluid naimwort 1 oz.; and
p
Alybert Guyot, who will drive the September the same car broke the displayed in countless windows. As ter for the good of others. "Miss Ella zation of Anne
Douglas Sedgwick's become clear.
5
world's
ozs.
50
covermiles
record
for
This
is
sarsaparilla
fine
These
are
tor
by
Sunbeam
the hour for the ceremony approach- Olson, 171 5th St, Virginia, Minn.
is one of the
my
novel, "Tante."
favorite prescription for rheumatism.
children, as they do not sicken.
old school of French drivers. He is ing that distance from a standing Btart ed the streets in the vicinity of the
James
T.
Powers
Heed
This Advice.
Girls,
contemplates
considered one of the idols of FrencV on the track at Brooklands in 32 min. Elysee palace became alive with peo-- Young
Girls who are troubled with painful or vaudeville.
His starring
vehicle.
"Charlotte" writes: "Some time
which represents an pie. The scene as the president-elec- t
"Mary" You can easily euro your
motor enthusiasts, having participated l;tea 1G
j
lrregular
periods, backache, headache. 'The Two Little Brides," may be re little
ave-amiles
speed of 92.yG
girl of bed wetting by mixing ago you answered through your colin nearly all of the great French raiea
per hour. drove within the courtyard of the bragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting vived in the spring.
1 oz. of
fluid balmwort; 2 umns telling 'Marie' how to cure bad
comp.
In 1908 he won the lijht car class of A week later there of the world's rec-th- e paiace was one ot great animation. spells or indigestion, should immediately
Clara Lipman has just completed, drams tincture
and 1 cough and cold. Will you kindly rea
rhusaromatic;
Several regiments or infantry en- seek restoration to health by taking
French grand prix and in thelnrds whicn WCre set P tne year
in collaboration with Samuel Shin- E.
Pinkham's
e
,oi
h?
were
the
dram
Sunbeam
cubebs.
tincture
Vegetable
Mix
broken
Compound.
thorough- peat the formula?"
by circled' the yard, buglers in brilliant
year finished fourth in the
man, a satirical
entitled ly and give in water about one hour
comedy,
Answer: I shall be very glad to rethree litre race at Boulogne. He has a Sunbeam of only half the nominal uniforms sounded
fanfares, colors
"Tbe Children" of Today."
before each meal, 10 to 15 drops.
II. P. These were were dipped and the
the formula for you. Get from
peat
won hundreds of medals and trophies iarso Power
nier
and
bands
his
withpresident
military
Max Hoffman, the husband of Ger- family
400 mile9 and tIle 4 and 5 hours' played "The
your druggist a 2
oz. package or
and is noted for his cool headed,
Marseillaise.'' Outside drew to their private apartment in
Hoffman, ,has composed the
Doctor: "My blood, stomach and essence mentholaxene and mix with,
entific driving, as well as for his dar- - recorJs. the 400 miles being accom-ing- the crowds shouted "Long live the the Rue Francois I. President Poin- score of a comic
opera, which will bowels are badly affected due to a honey or homemade
minutes, 53
He is distinguished among French Plis!led in 5 no,lr8'
sugar syrup and
president," and, "Long live Poincare." care did not remain long at the pal- be produced in
this spring. very severe case of catarrh of the take
England
to directions given on
according
The actual ceremony of the trans- ace, returning to his former home,
drivers, for he 'is also an areo-- i luds: whi,e 319 mile!? 242 yards, were
Ames
has. disposed of nis head. Can
Winthrop
4 hours; and 391 miles
you recommend a cure?" the bottle. This is a. very mild laxafer of office was simplicity itself where his wife awaited him. Just rights to "Romance" to the
plane pilot, holding the license of the ' 0V red in
Shuberts,
hours.-wit!'429
iu
'urds'
tive and will surely cure your coll' In
the
Aero club of France, and not content
and consumed scarcely five minutes when the president and Mme. Poin- who will make an
J.
E.
You should use the fol
S.
early production
Another interesting addition to the from the
care
will
these honors he has also figured
take
up their permanent of It. The play is by Edward Shel- lowing 'local treatment: get two ozs. a few days a mosf It is absolute
beginning to the end. In
harmless and very pleasant to
prominently in motor boat races Et nIry list of the 500 mile rar js tne the Salon des Ambassadeurs, the abode at the Elysee has not been don.
of antiseptic vilane powder and make ly
formal
a
of
third
take.
Stutz
entry
car,
announced.
Monaco.
y
It Is rumored that the
largest of the reception rooms of the
Hoiibrook Blinn is working on plans a catarrh balm by mixing) one
" The Sunbeam which Guyot
will which win "e driven by Don Ilerr. Elysee, the retiring president await- palace is to be renovated and redec- to revive "The Boss."
of the powder with one
He says he
"Ted" writes: "I have had chronrace!Tlle S,utz ca,s previously entered will ed the arrival of the man who was orated from basement to attic and
drive in the Indianapolis
hopes some day to get a play with ounce of vaseline or lard and use in
in thavge of Gil Anderson and to
i,e
ic
of!
new
that
the
six
a
him
appendicitis for some time1 but I
succeed
a
is
bore
in office. President
president and his wife Napoleon as the central character.
cylinder tar, with
the nostrils as far as possible. Also
cannot
consent to an operation. My
3.5 and a stroke of 0.3.
This is the Charles Merz- This late entry is a Fallieres was surrounded by the will remain In their present home un.
snuff from the palm of the hand
"The Son and Heir" by Gladys
as toj members of the cabinet delegations til the work Is completed.
ca.r which holds all world's records on! Icm' cvlinder car, identical
has recently been successfully through the nostrils the following stomach is n a bad conditoin also.
Can you help me?"
The extensive "brushing up" which
the Rrooklands track in class E, from specification with those which have representing the senate and cham- produced in London and will also 'be wash: To one-hateaspoonful of vione to 13 hours, and which finished the honor of being the first entries ber of deputies, ana the members of llle Elysee is to undergo at the order
Answer: The best scientific and
lane
jn this country before long
powder add a pint of warm wati
'"e. ruuicare is generally under- nis military nousenom.
only four seconds behind the winnet for the lace
j0hn Drew ia to annear thi fiBaf.n er and use two or three times daily. satisfactory treatment for 7ou is tabin the 1912 French grand prix. Thret
President Fallieres' address of stooa to aem that the palace will in a revival of "Much Ado About For internal treatment for the blood, lets triopeptine, which you can get
Here is a message of hope and good greeting and the response of his sue- - soon be the scene of social gayetles Nothing."
Sunbeams also finished first, seconcf
He originally acted the stomach and bowels obtain the fol at any well stocked drug store. They
and third respectively in the thre cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, Boone cessor were both brief Roth vi and official entertainments such aa role of Benedick with Ada Rehan as lowing ingredients: Mix, shake well are packed in sealed cartons with
.'i hi. va., who is the mother of
I
PninM1.0
litre class, winning the Coupe de 1' children.
vium.
and take a teaspoonful four times full directions for taking. I think
,,icr have seldom in kn Tllflo within Ha Beatrice.
Mrs. Martin was cured of
dress with the broad scariet sashes walls during the seven years' occu- Auto and the Team Regularity prize. stoma.ch trouble and
A.
a
Woods
H.
from
returned
day: Comp. fluid balmwort 1 oz. many cases of appendicitis could be
Europe
constipation bj
The wonderful consistency with chamberlain's
Tablets after tin of the " Grand Cross of the Legion of pancy of M. and Mme. Fallieres, recently with nearly a dozen new fluid extract buchu 1 oz., and comp prevented if triopeptine
was use
their breasts.
which the cars ran called forth the rears of suffering and now recom Honor acros
The w'hose neglect of .the social obliga plays, which he. expects to produce syrup sarsaparilla 4 ozs.
regularly.
mends these tablets to the public. Sold
presence of their military staffs gave tions attendant upon the office of within the next six months. The list
praise of the entire motor world. The by all dealers.
Adv.
"Mrs. T." writes: "I have bean
first two Sunbeams finished within a
brilliancy to the scene, tne bright chief executive cf the nation an 1' tne includes a French farce, "Taxi
"Sadie" says: "I misplaced the
uniforms
minute and a quarter of each other,
affording a pleasing touch mistress of the Elysee has been a
"The Eleventh Muse" by Jean prescription you sent me for dand- - sick for some time and do not seem
F. E. Walling, a farmer diving neai
and a feature of this achievement Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends Fo of color against the sombre back- - subject of much comment and criti Gilbert; "The Girl from the Pro- run ana ncniug scalp. Will you to be ab'ie to get anything to gtve-mcism.
which adds considerably to its impor- ley's Honey and Tar Compound and ground.
strength. I am nervous and canvinces" by Pierre Vebber; "The La- please send it again?"
not sleep, could you prescribe a
tance is the tact that the cars were says: "I have been advised by mj
At the hour of the inauguration
dies'
Tailor"
Harand
Wives
"The
of
Answer. There . is nothing better
family doctor to use Foley's Honey
good tonic?"
not fitted wiht specially built rrcinp and
old," two comedies and "His Broth- for dandruff and
Tar Compound for my children every military garrison in France
For
a sprain you will find Chamber.
itching scalp than
Answer: The best system and
'a French drama in which Dns-ti- plain
engines, but with engines of standard when there was a cough medicine thundered a salute o 21 guns. The lam 8 Liniment excellent
er,"
yellow minyol which is sold in
It allays
nerve tonic I know of is made by
Farnum will star.
pattern with only slight modifications needed. It always ' gives the best ot soldiers were given a
by tno pain, removes the soreness, and
4 oz. jars at any well stocked
drug
satisfaction and I recommend It tc
5 ozs. syrup hypephosphites
soon restores the parts to a healthy
of one or two minor details.
store. Use this according to direc- mixing
others." O. G. Schaefer and Red Crost order of the minister of war.
condition.
60 cent bottles for
25
and
1 oz. tincture cadomena
In September, 1312, the Sunbeam,
and
comp.
torthe
Drug Co. Adv.
the
Following
tions and you will soon be cured of
ceremony
sale by all dealers. Adv.
(not
cardamon.) Mix by shaking
all diseases af the hair and scalp.
well and take a teaspoonful before
BASEBALL NOTES.
meals.
This is a fine onic for old
iN'lna R.
writes: "Please advise and
young.
me what to take tc overcome extreme
a
Hank O'Day says that the Cincinnati thinness. My arms and bust have no
Mrs. De V. asks; "I should like to
dub owes him $1,000 as a bonus be development awl voy face is so thin ask
you how one- can reduce tha
cause he landed the Reds in the first that it is positively homely, although
I am too large, and last
weight.
division last season.
my features are regular."
summer
suffered
on account of excesNorris L. -- Tip) O'Neill, president
Answer:
Many ladies would be sive fat. Can you advise a remedy,
of the Western league. Is in California much more
beautiful if they were harmless and safe?"
making arrangements for the spring somewhat fleshier and as increased
Answer: I have, frequently pretrip of the Chicago White Sox.
weight is possible it is the duty of scribed a liquid remedy, but,
owing"
Manager Jim MeGraw, of the Giants, every woman to be
always at her to its disagreeable taste, I am now
has decided to give up his pool room best.
Begin taking three grain hypo- - prescribing the same formula in a'
nuclane tablets, which are obtained tablet form. It is called
arbo-len- e
in sealed cartons
with
directions,
To
tablets
is
and
sold
by
Sequel
druggists
and continue until your weight is In sealed tubes with full directions
Love For Doll satisfactory.
Frequently a two for home use. I advise anyone who
months treatment
adds IS to 30 is too fleshy to try this excellent
Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
besides adding more color tablet.
pounds,
Teaching Children to Love their Dolls.
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MAN LEABNS TRUTH IS BETTER THAN FALSEHOOD
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The 111 tin child's doll Is mother to tlio
most .romantic fnlry.
And In the yrnra
I ho
that linns, tht doll fndi'M Into
pi'tnirt
of a June rose, to rvolvo 111'1 most wondrous of all transformations.
And now I'omi's ft more serious period
d
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in New York.
The pool emnoriuni
was a great club room for New York
t
funs. t
j't .
Frauds Connolly, who is a brother
of Vniptro Tom Connolly .of the Ameri
can iPHKiie, has signed a 1913 contract
to officiate as an umpire in the Amcri
can association.
A new Western Canada
league is
being talked of. the circuit, to Include
when the Joy ot real niolherhood should bo Calgary, Kdmonton, Reglna,
Moos
as trnnciull ns best effort enn provide.
Thl Ik aeeompllHhed wllh a wonderful Haw, Saskatoon, IxMhhridge, Medicine
Hat and Prince Albert,
remedy known a Mother's Krlend. an
n
cn't ruling In Ha
application
The I'ortlnnd club, or the Pacific
nature as to thoroughly lubricate every
Cord, nerve, mnnele and tendon involved.
Coast league, lms
purchased Pitcher
There will he no pnlu, none of that
imusca or mornltiir elckncss, no nensattoD Stanley of the Atlantic City team. He
at (llslresg or lit mi ii ()f eipuudliii? uiuarlen. was the
leading twirler in the
The nerves, too, will be culm, thus making:
the period one ot restful dny$, of peaceful
league last season.
nights and a aource of happiest anticipation.
Jim Flynn, the heavyweight ptwii-ist- ,
The youtu;, expectant mother must be carehas refused an offer to Income a
fully watchful lest eho become absorbed In
those mental distresses which lily prepare
baseball
umpire. Jim says he doesn't
her for the most Important event in ber life.
Mother's Krlend enables her to avoiS all mind fighting, hut
umpiring is a Mt
sensation of dread. Worry or pnln, and tlma
she Is preserved ta health and strength to too rough for him.
take np the Joyful task of motherhood.
June 2 has been set as the daf
You will find Mother's Friend on sale at
all drus stores at $t W a boltie. Do not fall when Toronto w ill raise the Interna-- j
to use It regularly at directed. Write
tionai league pennant. The Rochester
to liradficld EetrulaU r Co., 133 Lamar Hide.,
Atlanta, Ga., for their most valuable little Hustlers will help ihe, Maple Idea's
guide book for expectant tuutlii,
jto celebrate the event.
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FROM "A BACHELOR'S

H ONEYMOON."

That it is better to tell the tmth frankly at the 'Sinning than t o be found
W
UUMl y"U
0660
olu
some artistic lying is th, discovery, of the hero of "A Bachelor
71
"I"
.
nnPvn .v,um,
,
iinu win ue yreseiueu m tne Duncan opera nouse tomorrow
,,.
ioi,

Pitcher "Lefty" Russell, who was
a sensation with the BnUimore team
a few years ago and later a member
of the Athletics, has dccidiMl fo
quit
the game for the present nt least..
In a recent game at Havana,
Cuba,
the players taking iart were: Villa,
Gonzales, Uegino, Mendez,
Castillo,
Almeida, Cabrera, Viola and Moran
That's fine bunch for a Monui to lie
mixed up with.
Next October will be the tenth
of .the world's swies
tween the lioston Americana

.be-

and tho
Pittsburgh Nationals. Will the Ked
Sox and the Pirn ten celebraU.
that
event by playing for another championship next fall?
One of the reasons given
by I'iv ;.
dent Murphy, of (hp Cubs, f,r Mrtfn
the games in ClticHuo at 2
p. i,,..
that it will allow the ladi. to
i: e
entire pa me iind s'ili 1,e ham i.i i;ir- -.
OIHIU.T.
v noli' nuts V: ,
over so fast that, he u
the
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Today's order affects 1,098 men
and 61 officers in addition to Company E, corps of engineers, Company
D, signal corps, and Field Ambulance Company No. 3, ordered held in
readiness last night.
No announcement as to the provable destination of the troops, should
they move, was made by officers but
it was believed Galveston, Texas,
would be the objective point.
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Pure

M&H Whiskey
For the sick and the aged,
makes life worth living. It
Strengthens, Builds Up and Nourishes
Druggists, (rrocers and dealers, at

Duffy's

$1.00
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Delicious Coffee

n V4T

4

a bottle. Sealed Bottles Only

Tin Duffy Malt Whlikty Co.,

The Most

Coffee-makingbscomesle-

ss

Rochester,
Lansing Mich., Feb. 18. A resolution
tillorynien, through, excess of scruples
of a fine
and more of an exact science
Entered at the postofflce at East and gentlemanly conduct, did not re- was introduced in the Michigan legis
the
to
rebel
of
lation
out
to
directed
President
fire,
respect
today,
Ijls Vegas, New Mexico, for tranamls- ply
with an Electric Coffee Percolator. Not
TaCt and President-elec- t
Wilson, urgt.oi through the United States maili to the armistice.
THE
fr--N
"The rebels opened fire just as soon ing that action be taken in Mexico JURY VISITS
fcJ&VSSV'W
onlv is percolation bv elecricitv the rio-h-t
M. ML.
second clasa matter.
as they had installed their artillery, to restore peace and protect the lives
in this way violating all laws of war of American citizens there. The resoway and the dainty way to brew
TF.RMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
,1
SCENE
OF
reason
this
For
were
honor.
was
lutions
and
Dr.
introduced by
Hion
firing
Daily, by Carrier:
coffee, but it is the economical way
and operations will be Wheelan of Hillsdale, who has a son
$ .06
S'er Copy
in Mexico City. He said
.15 pushed until the rebels are completely employed
as well. All the aroma and strength
Une Wek
OF WILLIAM A. DORR
he had not heard from his son in more TRIAL
66 subdued."
Ona Month
PROMISES TO BECOME SEN-- ,
of the coffee bean is conserved and
than two weeks.
Cannot Leave the Capital
7.50
One Year
SATIONAL HEARING.
and
Hundreds
Americans
other
of
M.tii
Dally by
you can make coffee
your table
Matamoras Expects Attack.
$6.00 foreigners desirous of leaving Mexico
One Year
18.
The
Feb.
Mass.,
Salem,
jury
18. A, force
Tex.
are
Feb.
because
continued
Brownsville,
City
3.00
prevented
Months
Six
'
quickly and easily.
the supposed scene of the
firing makes it impossible for them of "cavalry and infantry left Mata- visited
A.
William
before
rf
crime
trial
the
to make the necessary preparations moras opposite here, early this mornWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
An
Termination of the armistice Sundaj ing, presumably to meet Mexican Dorr of Stockton, Calif., charged
GROWER
mm ill
u
ik
v
i
'i
ill
ii'
ill
E.
of
murder
the
with
Marsh, j
George
federal soldiers said to be advancing
d
$2.00 afternoon prevented many from flee.
One Year
is a durable device whose attractiveness
on Matamoras from the interior. Thj was resumed iate today.
to
Cruz.
The
Vera
trains
de
that
1.00
ing
Six Months
MB
lonemakes
a
an 'ieal gift of lasting worth.
Marsh's body was round in
i
parted for that city just 'before the re Matamoras garrison went over to the
boulethe
West
neat
ly
spot
Lynn
o hostilities were packed Diaz cause
yesterday. A general
(Cash in Advance for Mall Subscrip- sumption
women and children. The com alarm in Matamoras today summoned vard, but there is doubt whether he
with
Usui 1
tions)
all the city's forces in preparation murder was commiued there or nis
Remit by draft, check or money mittee organized by Consul Canada in
body was removed thence in an autofor defense.
COMPANY
Rrder. H sent otherwise we will not Vera Cruz to feed the starving refdli
mobile after the shooting.
rv am.
ft
gees Is also providing them shelter
t responsible for losa.
state
Marsh
and
The
that
alleges
The Connecticut Sails.
Specimen copies free on appllca-ten- . until further relief.
New York, Feb. 18. The battle- Dorr were driving together in a motRefugees Reach Vera Cruz
....
ship Connecticut, .flagship of the or car on the day of the murder. It
Consul Canada at Vera Cruz
to profNorth
Atlantic
squadron, steamed is contended that Dorr hoped
today that 200 American refuALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
who was
of
it
the
death
Marsh,
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by
out
of
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Washington,
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arrived
City.
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Guantanamo, Cuba,
Many more were pouring into the city,
ant.
bid1 of $7,235,000 for the construction
Mr. where emergency forces, including
Advertisers are guaranteed the some in a destitute condition.
of the new dreadnought Pennsylva2,000 marines, are being concentratYOUH MONEY
MOST
uugeet daily and weekly circulation Canada, through a company, has rais- ed while
COLORADO RETAILERS MEET
nia with Curtiss turbine engines,
are
in
Mexico
developments
f any newspaper in northern New ed enough money to feed the destitute
Pueblo, Colo., Feb. 18. The eleventh was the lowest of all proposals openbeing watched.
for two days.
Meiloo.
annual
convention of the Colorado Re- ed at the navy department today.
No
Feeling
tail
and
The Pennsylvania, officially known
Implement Dealers' associaSail
Set
Transports
Today's official reports give only
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this morning with dele- as No. 3, will not only be the biggest
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18. The
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News,
Va.,
Newport
of
details
developments
Main 2 meager
PTSINES3 OFFICE
United States army transports Meade gates present from Colorado, New ship in the American navy, but so
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Main I throughout Mexico. An attempt to
and McClellan sailed early today, the Mexico, and Wyoming. Addresses of far as is known will exceed In size
Fool of Mill.
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arouse
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0
Meade for Philadelphia and the Mc- welcome were delivered by T. G. Mc- any warship so far 'iaid down by a
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the
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and former Governor
Alva foreign power. Her tonnage will oe
nor of Sonora. Consul Garrett repoits Clellan for Galveston. The Kilpat-ric- Carthy
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were
made
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hy J. 31,000 almost three times that of
and Sumner are still here. They
change in the border city of
R. Lowell of Colorado Springs, W. S. the famous old
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down at
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May corn opened
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for
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sailing
High priced stocks fell off sharply
Xeuvo Laredo, which the rebels still
Cox of Silver City, N. M., and Mr. dwarfed into insignificance by the late in the day. Reactions ran from 52
to
52
to
fell
will
and raland
away
get
probably
today.
52,
hold.
Group photographs of the various
Brown, of Rawlins, Wyo.
The an- great American
1 to 1& and Union Pacific, Northern lied
to 52. The close was easy
The revolutionists have not mo'ost
nual address of President J. F. Jones
deJegates who have represented the
This latest addition to the navy Pacific, Great Northern preferred, and at 52
for May,
under last night,
Stole Ammunition, Too.
Arrevi-canumerous
nations party to peace ed private property thP"e and
18. With the of Denver and reports of officers oc will cost, when completed with guns, American Telephone sold below yes. night
Feb.
Ariz.,
Douglas,
fairinterests have been treated
terras in the Balkan, struggle present
armor and1 equipments, $14,173,000.
machine gun stolen at Hachita, dis- cupied most of the day.
to 34
terday's closing. Little was left of to a shade lower at 34
.a medley of physiognomy
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Prices
market
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Matamoras and the inuror.
there are nations Interested, Greeks,
Concord, N. H., Feb. 18. The almost
Advancing prices for hogs lifted,
In response tp inquiry, Consul (!en have been seen loafing about the
Washington,' Feb. 18. E. S. Horm went off at a rapid rate in the final
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States senator in the legislature today.
these various nationalities wi'il indi
Rebels Raid American Ranches
The closing quotations were:
is in Canada, said to be a fugitive ed yesterday.
his post
Mexico City, returning to
cate the power on public opinion
Alpine, Texas, Feb. 18. Sheriff J. Hollis, democrat, was eight votes short from justice, and has promised to reLow prices were from 1 to 2 points
Wheat, May 92; July 91; Sepfrom leave of absence, reports that
of election with a total of 193. Pear
which modern cartoons exert. News
turn because the department of jus- below the highest figures of the tember 90.
was obliged to turn back at the A.Waitbn, of Brewster county, with
he
paper and magazine readers have
small band of son, republican, received 161. Four tice refuses to consider the
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until
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juristrain service in northern
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ico. He will sail today from Galves raided some ranches in Texas, stealing
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Man of Europe, 'and the various opber 34.
horses, saddles and arms. They art.
The last sales were:
is in Arizona. Sentences of one year
ton to Vera Cruz.
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INDIANS 10 PLAY

PERSONALS

IN BASKETBALL

William Calkins of Onava Is a visitor la the city today.
Mrs. Charles Scott lett today for
her claim near Levy.
B. P. Fleming of Springer' is a visitor la the city today
J. J. Fuss of Cleveland, N. M., Is
a visitor In the city today.
Harry Hayasta of Raton Is stopping at the Troy hotel today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Leary of Boston,
Mass., are visitors in, the city.
Dr. F. R. Lord and J. D. Hand have
gone to the Beck grant on business.
B. P. Robinson of Wagon Mound
was a business visitor here yester-

LEAGUE
IROQUOIS, COMANCHES, NAVAJOS,
AND
APACHES
PUEBLOS,
SEMINOLES INCLUDED

There are all kinds of basketball,
but now comes a new one "bargain
basketball." The Y. M. C, A. believe3
that when it does have basketball, it
must have it right, and so, starting
next Saturday night in connection
with the regular Sunday School Bas-

day,

Joe Sandoval left last night for
Pueblo Colo., to locate at that place.
C. E. Van Black of Albuquerque is
a visitor In the city today on his
way to Trinidad.
A. R. Ferriter of Albuquerque came
in from that place last night on a
short business trip.
W. J. Stehle, representative for the
Morris Packing company, Is in the
city on his weekly trip.
Frank Hays, painter for the Santa
Fe Railway company, left last night
for Trinidad on business.
J. P. Hand returned last night
from Santa Fe and left at once for
his ranch at Los Alamos.
W. G. Ogle returned from SanU
Fe last night where, he has been
boosting for the Lobato bill.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Montgomery of
Newark, Ohio, are visiting Mr. ant.
Mrs. J. R. Baker of thig city.
E. W. Hart returned this afternoon
from Santa Fe where he has been
with the boosters for the Lobato bill.
'
George Kinkel returned last night
from Santa Fe where he has been attending the Scottish Rite ceremonies.
L. O Moore came In from Santa
Fe last night on business Ha is connected with the government land of
fice.

Herman C. Herrera will leave this
exevening for Santa Fe where he
busion
some
time
to
spend
pects
ness.
t
A.
Jackling and party passed
tlirough on train No. 7 today In
car Cypress enroute from Chito
Santa Rita, Calif.
cago
Tramjuilino Roybal, well known
rancher of Watrous, returned to nit
after a two days'
home yesterday
business viBit In the city.
H. N. Graubarth, ' of the firm of
Hoffman and Graubarth, West side
merchants, will ileave tonight for
New York on a purchasing trip.
C. Gates and party will pass through
here tonight on train No. 2 In Mr.
Gates' private car Superb, enroute
from Los Angeles to Colorado Springs.
e

Marshall and
Vice President-elec- t
Mrs. Marshall passed through the
city last night on their way to Indianapolis, which will be Mr. Marshall's next stop on his way to Wasn-ingto-

OHIO PLUMBERS
Toledo, O., Feb.

IN

SESSION

ketball league, they are offering four
games, instead of two, all for the same
price of admission. Hence the "bargain basketball."
The additional games come in the
form of the Indian basketball league
composed of junior members of the
Y. M. C, A., divided into six teams,
named as follows:
Iroquois, Pueblos,
Apaches, Seminoles, Navajos and
The little fellows will play
from 7 to 8 p. m., using 10 minute
halves. This makes three solid hours
of basketball every Saturday night.
Secretary Le Noir announces that
at the end of the present Sunday
a
School Basketball league season,
basketball tournament similar to that
to be held in El Paso will be held
here under the auspices of the association for the championship of the
city. In this tournament it is planned
to have girls' games as well as boy?'
contests. This tournament will makfc
a splendid windup for the present
sxason. Teams contemplating participating In this tournament can now
make entry at the Y. M. C. A.
and
Following is the personnel
schedule of the Indian Basketball
league:
Iroquois -- Max Ilfeld, Ben Strickfad.
den, Orville Nagie, Fred Moore, C.
Cecil Reed.
Pueblos Joe Nahm, Alva Fishburn,
Henry Nahm, Kenneth White, Edward
Rosenthal, Theodore Rosenwald.
Apaches John Reed, Robert Zingg,
H. Bacharach, Bob Powers, Ray Pa1,
mer, Richard Raynolds, Alvin Appel.
Seminoles Palo Rosenthal, Jay Palmer, William Bowen, Raymond Wright,
Lawrence Coors, Osborne Haydon,
Archibald,

Navajos Harry North, Julian Graubarth, Homer Anderson, Harold Stow-el- l,
Ancile Green, Charles Schille.
Comanches Carlos Spiess, Merle
Williams, Carl Ilfeld, David Dougherty, Fred Gephart, Estelle Bourne.
The Schedule
February 22 Iroquois vs. Pueblos;
Apaches vs. Seminoles.
March 1 Pueblos vs.
Navajos;
Seminoles vs. Comanches.
March 8 Apaches vs. Navajos; Pueblos vs. Seminoles.
March 15 Iroquois vs. Seminoles;
Pueblos vs. Apaches.
March. 22 Navajos vs. Iroquois;
Pueblos vs. Comanches.
March 29 Seminoles vs. Navajos;
Iroquois vs. Comanches.
m. Apaches vs. CoApril 1, 11:30
7
m.
manches.
Navajos vs. Cop.
vs.
Apaches.
manches; Iroquois
Each game to be composed of tw4
halves. Games to start
promptly at 7 p. m. every Saturdnf
night.

hun
died delegates were present today at
tho opening of the annual convention
of the Ohio State Master Plumbers'
association. President John F. Drees
of Cleveland called the gathering to
order at 10 o'clock! this morning. The
visitors were welcomed
by Mayor
Brand Whitlock and John A. Brooks,
president of Toledo Association, of Mas- HARDWARE DEALERS MEETING
ter Plumlber8. The business sessions
Wheeling, W. Va., Feb. 18. A large
will continue over three days and will attendance marked the opening here
he Interspersed with several features today of the eighth annual convention
of entertainment
of the West Virginia Retail Hardware
18.-Se-
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CREAM

Paint Without Oil

KING AND QUEEN

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint Seventy-Fiv- e
Per Cent
A Free Trial Package is Mailed to
Every One Who Writes.
A. L, Rice, a prominent manufacturer of Adams, N. Y., has discovered
a process of making a new kind of
paint without the use of oil. He calls
it Powdrpaint. It comes In the form
of a dry powder and all that Is required in cold watgr to make a paint
weather proof, fire prof and as durable as oil paint. It adheres to any
surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads
and looks like oil paint and costs
as much.
about
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manuf'r.,
236 North St., Auams, N. Y., and he
will send you a free trial package,
also color card and full Information
you can save a
showing you how
good many dollars. Write today.'

ISSUE ANNUAL

KXH3

You will find it a great satisfaction to da

More Home Baking
You will make biscuit, cake and pastry
clean, fresh and tasty better every way
than the ready made foods.
Dr. Price's Baking Powder is specially
devised for home use, and makes home
baking easy and a delight. It will protect you from the dread alum baking
powders, which are too frequently found
in the ready made articles, and insurs
you food of the highest healthfulnesz.

CAPITAL

THEIR
INFORM
SUBJECTS
OF
THE BIG FROLIC OF NEXT
FRIDAY EVENING.

$108,000.00

OFFICEKS
John

W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary

The king and queen of frivolity,
who rule every year at the annual
George Washington's Birthday ball
of the E. Romero Hose and Fire company, have issued thir proclamation
for the big frolic of next Friday evenTheir Royal Highne.sses have
ing.
consented to allow the publication of
their proclamation in the public
press. It is as follows:
Proclamation to all subjects of the
King and Queen of Frivolity:
You are hereby notified that we
wih again inaugurate pur reign Friday evening, February 21, A. D. 1913,
at the hour of 8:30, at the Duncan1
opera house, by a carnival ba'il, the
like of which the oldest resident
not. All loyal followers
are expected and kindly requested c
be on hand promptly at the appointed
hour, in costume either grotesque r
handsome, prepared to "throw dull
care to the wind" and aid us in auspiciously setting forth on a long and
prosperous reign of enjoyment until
further orders. In ord9r that our
subjects may know full well the few
rules we shall adhere to, they are
hereby appended.
Rule 1 None but maskers In full
costume will be permitted upon the
floor between the hours m 8:30 and
11:00. After that hour the floor will
be open to all dancers.
Rule 2 Maskers must Identify
themselves at the door to the Inspecd
tion, committee, which will be
of several of the most prominent citizens of the city. It must
be understood that no objectionaDIe
characters will be permitted In the

association. The sessions will- continue three days, during which time
numerous questions of Interest and
importance to the trade will be discussed.
-

PRESBYTERIAN
LAYMEN MEET
Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 18. Hundreds
of enthusiastic delegates, assembled
from every part of the south, filled
the auditorium in this city this afternoon at the opening session of the

third general convention of the Laymen's Missionary Movement of the
Southern Presbyterian church. The
convention will continue through the
greater part of the week. Many noted speakers, both lay and clerical,
will be heard at the several sessions.

SUES

WATER COMPANY

com-r.ose-

CORPORATION
IS ACCUSED OF
MAKING OVERCHARGES AND
OTHER ABUSES '

hal'l.

Rule
There will be no general
unmasking called for all maskers
being permitted to unmask where
and when they please.
Rule 4 Gentlemen masked in female costume will not be allowed to
enter the ladies' dressing room. Any
attempted violation of this rule will
mean expulsion from tne hall.
Subjects not desiring to prepare
their costumes, may have their wants
supplied by the largest costume concern in the west,' ten days before the
carnival. Knowing that our many
loyal subjects will gladly avail themselves of this opportunity to revel
with us, and anticipating a glorious
evening, we remain,

Feb. 18. The
Albuquerque, N.
council last night authorized City At
torney John C. Lewis to bring suit for
the forfeiture of the water company's
franchise if he believes it can be
"successfully maintained," after he
read his report on the legality of the
corporation's charges.
The authorization came in the form
of a resolution from Councilman
Scheer. It also empowers the city attorney to institute suits to recover
amounts collected by the company
from citizens. Mr. Scheer's resolution follows:
"Whereas, It appears from the pe
tition presented to the city council
and signed by a large number of repFaittuully yours,
resentative citizens of Albuquerqut
MOMUS,
that the Albuquerque Water Supply
King of Frivolity.
company has been guilty of
UTOPIA,
overcharges and collecting sums in exQueen of Frivolity.
cess of the amounts authorized by its
P. s. Two orchestras and continfranchise, and
uous music.
"Whereas, The report of the city atMany Handsome Prizes
shows
is
there
that
torney
ample
The
following
prizes are offered:
foundation for these statements and
Optic Publishcalling
cards,
King,
that the water company has been
guilty of gross misuse and abuse ol ing company.
Perry
Queen, Bouquet of flowers.
the privileges granted it by its franchise and its actions have retlted in Onioro and Son.
Most Handsome
Costume
Iady,
grave hardships to many citizens and
1 pair Oxfords, E. Rosenfirst
prize,
have seriously retarded the growth o'
Stetthe city and hindered the cultivation wald and Son; gent, first prize,
Hub
son
The
company,
Clothing
hat,
of grass, flowers and shrubbery, which
would tend to beautify the city and
make it attractive to prospective settlers, therefore, be. It
"Resolved, That the city attorney be
authorized and instructed to bring
suits in typical cases to recover
amounts collected by the Albuquerque
Water Supply company illegally from
Did you ever eat French Fried
citizens and if he shall be of the opinion that a suit to forfeit the fran Potatoes made with Cottolene?
chise of the Albuquerque Water Sup- If not, you've never eaten French
at their best
ply company for abuse and misuse of Fried Potatoes
its franchise can be successfully mainCottolene makes them rich and
tained, that he institute such suit as crisp and appetizing, but never
..
soon, aftj.possible and .prpsecute It in 'greasy.
'
the name of; the city to a final deterbeen
If you have
frying and
mination In the courts."
food
with
butter,
your
shortening
The resolution was adopted without try Cottolene. It ia every bit as
a dissenting vote.
the
good, at leas than one-thir- d
After Mr. Lewis had read his re- price
port, Mayor Sellers asked A. It. McMil-len- , j' If
you are using lard for short--,
president of the company, if he ening and frying, we would sim- had anything to say. Characterizing
(lie attorney's report as "vicious" and recognized and recommended by
"unjust" Mr. McMillan said that Mr. leading physicians, domestic
Lewis had investigated but one side. science authorities, and culiMany things that Mr. Lewis included nary experts generally, as be- in the statement were false, he assert- ingmore wnoic-somed. He quoted from a slip, which he
digestible
drew from his pocket, figures which and producing
he asserted made Mr. Lewis' report a better food.
"absurd."
Cottolene is a
The report would make trouble and
nitrft in 1
controversy, Mr. McMillen said. Com fi::rt
t
ana
plaints against the company wore source
and is i
, making
made the bawls of newspaper
...
i
ho declared. The question was bound to be betone to be tested In th.9 courts, he ter and safer
than lard.
thought
Mr. Scheer said he believed the TEE N. E. FAIR2AK3 COMFANT
matter should be tested by the cly
tlf then introduced the resolution.
3
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PEOPLE'S BANK & TRUST CO.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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"

President

Qeofes Romero, Vice President
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary

We Solicit Your Business
The warm friendly welcome which customers of this Bank receive from both
officers and employes, makes them immediately feel "at home" in the Bank. In matters of strict business you get such direct, personal attention that your account is made
of the greatest importance to you.
We pay interest at the rate of 4 per cent compounded
deposits and 2 per cent on checking accounts.

lady, second prize, umbrella, Cellers
Dry Good company; gent, second prize,
one dozen photos, Shumate Plaza
Studio.
Most Original Costume Lady, first
prize, ladles' hand bag, R. J. Taupert;

31,0,11)

gent, first prize, shaving set, Winters
Drug company; lady, second prize,
piece drawn work, Jose Fidel; gent,
first prize, one pair gloves, Palace
Clothing company.
Best Acted Character Lady, first
prize, leather pillow, Red Cross Drug
company; gent, first prize, gentlemen's set, M. Greenberger; lady, secand handkerchief
ond prize, glove
box, Center Block Drug company;
gent, second prize, box of cigars,

s,emi-annuall-

on' Savings

y

FULLY EQUIPPED

Al

irnun nnnn
iuun iiuun

fa)iLi...:..

OVERLAND MCD! 59 T

Ade-laid-

Gonzales1.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator

Costume Lady,
Most Appropriate
first prize, cut glass Bon Bon dish,
Bacharach Bros.; gent, first prize,
Mexican Zarape, Charles Ilfeld company; lady, second prize, French art
vase, Ike Davis; gent, second prize.
French Briar pipe, O. L. Gregory.
Most Ludicrous Costume Lady, first
prize, Majestic Coffee pot urn, L. W.
Ilfeld; gent, first prize, 1 dozen pho
tographs, Tooker, the Photographer;
lady, second prize, Automobile veil,
Mrs. A. B. Standish;
gent, second
prize, half dozen Hole Proof Socks,
Hoffman and Graubarth.
Best Dancer Lady, first prize, one
gold frame picture, Rosenthal Furni
ture company; gent, first prize, one
dozen pair Interwoven Socks, E. Ro
senwald and Son; lady, second prize,
Turkish table cover, Obaldo Mai oof;
gent, second prize, box of cigars, The
Lobby.

Juvenile Character Girt, un
years, first prize, box of candy,
Candy company; boy under 14
first prize, watch and fob,
Baily's Curio Store; girl, under 14
years, second prize, sliver mug, Sabino
Lujan; boy under 14 years, second
prize, box candy, Simpklns Bros.
Cake Walk Best couple takes the
lake, Graaf and Hayward 5mpany
Special Prizes The following prizes
wil' be awarded by the .!urtV!S to those
?piierig in special cov.umes and
performing special stunts. Souvenir
;ii:rv, A. P. Moran; bos of cigar"
Charles Greenclay; best hat in the
house, Romero Mercantile company;
picbox of cigars, Vincent 'Cruder;
ture, Stern and Nahm; box of cigars,
The Antlers; Hat pin, Salomon Ata.
Best
der 14
Potter
years,

4
4

TOMORROW

at the

Y. M. C. A.

4--

Junior minstrel rehearsal 4:30

tc

5:30 o'clock.

Students' game day, i to 5:,nQ,
.r !'
o'clock.
Flupiness men's class, 5.30.. to C:
...
o'clock.
Y. M. C. A. basketball practice, 8

show you.

Las Vegas Automiiie
Phone Main 344.

&

lacbioe '

Co

Whalen, & Fowler Pr&ps

Drive In memory ol the heroes of the meeting will consider applications for
New York fire department.
membership from
O;
Cleveland,
Youngstown, O.; Washington,
Pa;
CHINAMEN IN BAD WITH U. S.
Titusville, Pa., and Bell Vernon, Pa.
Providence,- R. I., Feb. 18. Five
Chinamen, alleged by the federal officers to be the ringleaders of the most
I
I
gigantic opium smuggling plot ever
LABOR
WORLD
NOTES.
in
unearthed
this part of the country,
I
1
were arraigned for trial today before
0-0
rO
0-0-United States Commissioner Croep In
this city. The accused Chinamen were
Machinists on. the Mexican Nation
arrested a wefc ago In a raid made al railway have received a 10 peron their establishments in this city. cent Increase of wages.
The discovery of S12.500
worth of
Efforts wi'il be made to organize
n
shoe cutters in Milopium in their possession has led to the
the belief that the accused are the waukee and Chicago.
leaders of a band of Chinamen who
The Frisco railway system has
have been supplying the entire east adopted the old age pension plan.
with the illicit drug.
Some 25,000 employes are affected
by it
ST. JOHN WOMAN 100 YEARS OLD
Almost 1750,000 was spent for
St John, N. B., Feb. 18. Surround strike relief by the United Mine
ed by several generations of descend- Workers of America during 1912, ac
ants, Mrs. W. O. Dunham today cele- cording to a report of the auditing
brated the one hundredth anniversary committee.
Sixteen states still have no limita
of her birth at her home in St John
West. Among those present were the tion of working hours, while in eighcentenarian's
and daughter, teen states women may work from
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph. Ponsford, who sixty to seventy hours.
came from
One of the important measures to
eir home In Wesslngton,
S. D., especially to attend the celebra be introduced In the Connecticut leg
tion.
islature will provide that there shall
be two engineers tor every fast exLAKE ERIE TROTTING CIRCUIT
press train.
With a view of doing away with the
Pittsburgh, Feb. 18. The stewada
of the Lake Erie Trotting Circuit are sweatshop side of their trade the
gathering here for their annual meet paper box manufacturers of Philaing tomorrow, when dates will be a; delphia will hold a conference soon
loted and other arrangements com with the managers of the Consumpleted for the' coming season. Th ers' league.
"
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FOR DANDRUFF,

FALLING

HAIR OR

,

to

o'clock.
Senior minstrel rehearsal,
9

S

10

CENT "DANDERINE"

9:0

o'clock.

FIREMEN'S CONVENTION
Fire depart
18
ment heads from a number of cities
of tho United Slates and Canada m't
In New York oday for a conference
of the board of directors of tha Inter
national Association of Fire Engineers
of which H. F. Mugee, fire chief cf
The
Dnllan, Texas, is the president.
to
diBcinn
is
meetins
of
the
purpose
arrangements for the annual conven
tion of the association, which is to be
held in this city next September, ami
which It is purposed to malio the lar?
est and most notable gathering of fin-fighters ever held in America, One
of the features of the gathering will
be the unveiling of a magnificent mon
ument to be erected in Riverside
New York, Feb.

ITCHY SCAI.P-- 25
SAVE YOUR HAIR1 DANDERINE
FALLING HAIR AT ONCE

DESTROYS DANDRUFF AND STOP3
ROWS HAIR, WE PROVE IT.

G

If you care for i.eavy hair, that roots famish, loosen and. 2Ig; tlreu
glistens with beauty and Is radiant tho hair falls out fabi.
If your hair has been
with life; has an Incomparable soft
neglectafl
and is thin, faded, dry, scraggy of
ness and Is fluffy and lustrous you too
oily, don't hesitate, but
t a. 25

must use Danderine, because noth'ng
else accomplishes so much for the
hair.
Jut one application, of Knowlton's
Danderine will double nr beauty of
your hair, besides it Immediately
dissolves every particle of dandruff;
,
you cannot have nice,
healthy
hair if you have dandrtff. This
scurf robs the hair of Its
strength and its very 11.". and If not
overcome It producer a feverlshness
and itching t vhoe scalp; the hair
hes-vy-

cent bottl of Kr.owltoa's Onndenne
at any drug store or toilet counter;
apply a little as directed and ton
minutes after you will ay ilia w
the best Investment you ever
We sincerely believe,
!(., ,, cf
everything else advertised that if 50,1
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful ).n'r
and lots of It no dandruff no uoi-in- g
scalp and no mrre falling h;.ir-yo- u
must use Knowltor's DamUrlno.
It ever tually why not now. a
cent bottle will truly er.ia?,e ye a.

It- -

rer-:a--

rj.

j,

FEBRUARY 18, 1913.
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"None of It now. l H ceieDrmie
with a meal and a nickel snow,
though.
Why not? I've enough saved
up for the wedding, and with that
suit!"
as he
Staggers felt quite proud
He
thought of the anticipated garb.a real
went to a restaurant, sat at
table and did very finely on a twenty-cen- t
Then he strolled around
meal.
for an hour, and finally landed at a
nickel moving picture show.
Once settled in a comfortable seat.
the
Staggers was loath to give up
lights, the warmth and the soothing
He heard some one say
excitemnt.
it was raining outside. Mrs. Alnslee
had given him an old umbrella, and
Staggers felt proudly that he did riot
have to dodge the showers.
He sat through the performances
of the same thing over and over again.
It was eleven o'clock when he followed the crowd out to the street.
StaggerB
It was drizzling a trifle.
started homewards. The streets were
pretty well deserted. As he passed
a
hotel, several gentlemen came out .shook hands in parting, and one of them, turning up his
coat collar, started on at a breakneck

gers.

OS VEDDIHG SUIT
Staggers the Tramp Happened
Along at Right Time to Save
His Friend.
LILLIAN HENDERSON.
"You will be carelul, will you not,
dear?" pleaded pretty Mrs. Alnslee,
Hoe bride of a year. "If anything
should happen to you "
"Rut nothing 1b going to happen to
ime, little chick," said bluff, happy
"Now, don't go
Bob, her huBband.
imworrying yourself to death and I'm
agining all kinds of disasters if
By FLORENCE

A

SHINING EXAMPLE

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
State of New Mexico, Fourth Judi
cial District, County of San Miguel.
In the District Court
The Marion Steam ohovel Company,
a corporation, Plaintiff,

THE OPT.IC

vs.

Oscar B. Underwood, The William
Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation, The Willow Creek Irrigation Company, a corporation, The
Camfield Development Company, a
d
corporation. The
Construction Company, a corporation, Defendants.
Naramore-TJnder-woo-

WANT

THE

No.

RESTATE ANT AND

CAFL

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

COLUMN

im

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4
A. M. Regular com

DORADO

NO. .

LODGE
KNIGHTS

munication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brother cordially invited. Wm. P. Mills,
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

THIAS

OF

1

"Mr

Meets

ery Monday eve
in
Castle
ning

7179.
Vlsitlnj
HalL
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED
The above named defendants, to- Knights ar eordl
wit, the William Creek Irrigation
ally invited, Cha
Company, a corporation, Te Willow
Liebachnex, Chaoa
eacn'
Insertion.
line
cents
Five
per
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Creek Irrigation Company, a corpo
Commandes
cellor
Una.
to
Estimate six ordinary word
jiot home till midnight.'
ration, and The
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg- Martin, Keeper of Record
uttertwo
Harry
Alnslee
than
to
leas
ad
No
Mrs
apace
occupy
"Till midnight!".
Construction Company, a corpo"Oular conclave sec. d
and Seal.
Ai!
ed a positive scream of affright.
advert', mente charged
will take notice that a suit line.
In each month at Ma
ration,
mornin
the
day
booked
at
be
"Nearly two o'clock
tat,
will
apace
actually
She Do you believe in palmistry' has been begun in the District Court
Bob,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Q. H. F. O. E. Meets first and thirds Tuesing, I should say," corrected
without regard to number of word.
He Yes, to some extent.
sit
pet.
District,
sensible
Fourth
Judicial
the
of
KlnkeL E. C; Chas. Tamme,
you
"See
here,
coolly.
day evenings each month at Wood'
She Do vou think the hands can
eswithin and for the County of Cash In advance preferred.
Once a year the managers at our to
ac
ting
to
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord
man
about
is
a
that
indicate
as
tablishment meet. Suggestions
San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
wealth?
quire
ally Invited to attend. A. M. Adlar,
improving trade, getting acquainted,
He I do in the case of pickpock for the purpose of, among other
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary
and I expect .pace.
awarded
promotions
ets.
a certain chattel
foreclosing
things,
jolly
exclaimed
and
good,
real,
Stag"Hello!"
mind
suddenly
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
you
one,
mortgage made, executed and deliv
gers with a start and a stare. "Why,
fellowship all around."
vocation first Monday in L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second ana
to
The
Underwood
B.
Oscar
wife,
anxious
ered
by
EASILY DONE
"Oh Bob!" gasped his
that's my suit!"
fourth Thursday evening
each month at Masonic
Marion Steam Shovel Cofpany, a corIt certainly was Bob Ainsiee. The
"it's the real, good, jolly fellowship
at W. O. W, Hall. VisUlni
m.
H.
7:30
at
p.
Temple
did not feel well enough ac
I'm afraid of. Suppose"
poration, the said chattel mortgage
brothers cordially invited. Dr. B
O.
kiss
F.
B.
H.
a
with
lins
P.;
Hubbard,
him.
fever
to
in
call
after
I'UU n.jyy-'quainted
being so made, erecuted and delivW.
J. ThornMii
Houf, Dictator;
la
ish haste, however, he started
Blood, Secretary- and laughed heartily.
ered, to the plaintiff to secure the
Secretary.
"None of the dark shadows, wlfey!" pursuit.
payment of tnree promissory notes,
I've got to catch him, breathed
he cried staunchly. "I had my lesson
PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, 0. E.
dated August 11, 1909, for the sums
every
me,
for
water
Cold
"It's
ardent
the
beginning
pursuer.
years ago.
MAIN ft.
NUMBER,
OPTIC'S
8. Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
dollars,
one
thousand
suit.
(U.000.00)
he'll
of
to rain harder. Say,
spoil my
time."
LOCAL TIME CARD
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple,
hundred and fourteen
"Just think, though, if they should How careless some people are!"
eighteen
AlnsMrs. J. Oi Rutledge, Worthy MaBob was aiming for a trolley line
tempt you. Bob!" persisted Mrs.
dollars, and eighteen hundred
EAST BOUND
lee. "A dark night, a lonely neigh- three blocks away. He had been a
Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
dollars retron;
fourteen
and
(?l,81.O0)
Arrive
Depart
borhood, miles away from home. Look crack sprinter at college. Staggers
329.
Main
notes
Telephone
spectively, the said promissory
wants
at that man I hire to do our chores, had to run to even match his gait.
woman
9:15 p. m
WANTED White
2
9:10 p. in
No.
nine
in
six,
and
due
payable
being
with anxiety,
and think what temptation has The tramp was
11:05 p. n
work by the day. Apply 621 Rai' FRATERNAL
NO. No. 4...;il:05 p. m.
BROTHERHOOD
and twelve months after date respecr.ost him."
panting like a porpoise now, and per2:10 a. ft
avenue.
road
a. in.
2:05
8.
No.
interest
sum,
102
at
"Eh! oh. yes." responded Bob, spiring.
Mees
the principal
every Monday night
tively,
2:10
m.
:45
pitman
p. m
10.
a
No.
at
p.
flanctne Dast the porch
"The rain will shrink it!" he gaspO. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue.at
and attorney's fees named in said
lne un kindling wood in the back ed. "If the colors should run, it's
and
due
still
are
8 o'clock.
Visiting
promissory notes being
vard. "Your nrotege. he looks fairly ruined."
WEST BOUND'
J. C. Wertz,
welcome.
with the exception of the
cordially
unpaid,
these
all
the
for
temptations
Mr.
to
hail
AinBlee,
tramp
Ahout
comfortable,
1:45 p. m
1
1:20 p. m.
dolNo.
sum of five hundred ($500.00)
president; J. T. Buhtor secretary;
broke into his best run instead. Pass
you tell about"
FOR SALE Wagon, harness, house
6:15 a. n
m
3
a.
6:10
No.
entitled:
a
cause
was
said
C.
he
treasurer.
H.
being
Bally,
lars, the
"Just now. maybe, but
ing a dark alley, Bob was halted by
910
n.nd one rooBter.
irnnds
hold
4:30 p. m
m
7
4:20
looks
p.
No.
wreck, and I reformed him. He
The Marion Steam Shovel Company,
three footpads.
Fifth street
7:00 p. m
m
9
6:35
B.
too comfortable,"
No.
p.
vs.
"Utinrta nn hnas!" ordered the
explained Laura
Oscir
a corporation, plaintiff,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
. (AinBlee proudly, "because I give him leader.
IrriTTnuo i don't care how severe a Underwood, The William Creek
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
tall your old clothes. He's waiting
"Biff! bang "Police!" thus Stag
ATTORNEY N
The FOR SALE f earn of heavy work
of it in one gation Company,
a
rid
I
can
corporation,
get
ia,
cold
it
ones
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
iror the season to pass to get the
team
eers. his umbrella swinging like a
team
driving
mules,
horses,
a
Company,
Creek
Willow
Irrigation
day.
on the second and fourth Fridays
wearing now."
flail, his voice braying out In a hoarse
horses. Also eggs for hatching.
HUNKER & HUNKER
Wise So can I; but suicide is re corporation, The Camfield DevelopBob. "Well, war whoon. At the corner a police
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H
j "Oh, he is!" remarked
454.
Main
me.
to
H.
Hunker Chester A. Hun
Telephone
for
hold-upugnant
months
full
George
the
two
a
to
wait
baffled
corporation,
ment Company,
Wll have
The
man appeared.
Consul ; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Stewart,
Attorneya-at-LaConstruction
Naramore-Underwoomen darted back into the alley. Bob
Jthis one."
Visiting members are especially Las
New MeiMw
"He's patient, dear," said Laura. Alnslee picked up bis watch where it
Vegas.
THOUGHT
defendants, FOR SALE The Isis Theater in East
HIS
a
corporation,
Company,
welcome and cordially invited.
1 feel so pleased with old
sold
if
cash
struck
for
when
up
Las
Bob,
had fallen
"'Oh,
Vegas, cheap
Staggers
and being numbered 7479 on the doc
th nilferine arm of the footpad.
before Thursday. Call on P. L. Har
DENTISTS
court.
said
of
ket
in
"Why, my man! You arrived
Pension.
La
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
J.
Hotel
un
rington,
notified
that
further
You are
thA tiirk of time, didn't you?" hailed
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
less you enter or cause to be en
iollv Bob.
In the vestry
month
of
the
one
Crockett Building.
Or
SALE
FOR
square
piano
rent,
Tuesday
cause
In
said
tered your appearance
"Yes, sir. Umbrella, please, sir;
Main 11
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Office Telephone
Apply 920 Gallinas avenue.
you're getting wet."
on or before the 24th day of March,
are
Main 1H
brothers
m.
o'clock
House
Visiting
p.
"O never mind that."
Telephone
and
A. D. 1913, judgment by default
Isaac
two
Appel,
Invited.
"But It's it's my suit!" explained
and
SALE Horse, harness
cordially
decree pro confesso will be entered FOR
StaEcers desperately.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
716 Seventh St
President; Charles Greenelay, Sec
Inquire
buggies.
you.
therein
against
wife's
pro
"Eh? ha! why, it's my
Dentist
retary.
J.
William
is
Plaintiffs attorney
tege. 1 declaim! How came you
Dental work of any description ai
house,
address is FOR SALE Modern nine-roohere?"
Lucas whose postoffice
COUN-CImoderate prices.
goo dcondition, fine location, bar- KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Staggers explained. The policeman
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 13
aecond
804.
was advised of what had happened
NO.
Meeta
gain. Inquire M., Optic.
LORENZO DELGADO,
Mr. Ainsiee consented to get under
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
Clerk.
the umbrella, but teturned it with a
memVisiting
Pioneer
building.
dollar to his rescuer when he reached
HEALTH WARNING
bers are cordially invited'. Richard
his car.
'
"htiiort onrt wet. feet result in con
F. S.
G.
Angel,
Frank
Devine
K.;
a
in
said
he
"See here, Staggers,"
tmo ia fho spnsnn of the vear when
gesting the Internal organs, andblad
TO LET Two furnished cottages
nt
friendly way. "You call at my house
mothers feel very much concerned
v tho kidnevs and
tomorrow.
There will be something
cheap. Inquire at 618 Grand
n
tha frpmient colds contracted by
rheumatic
twinges and pain
with
NO
der,
LODGE
LAS
VEGAS
O. O. F.
use uoiej
thfiir children, and nave auunoam
waiting there for you."
follow,
in
generally
back,
1
Meets every Monday evening at
Mrs. Alnslee beamed with delight
reason for it as every cold weakens
t Ho Their urn the best medl- ttio innn. lowers the vitality and
as her husband walked into the house
their hall on Sixth street All visit cine made for all disorders of the kid
FOR . RENT Suite
housekeeping
anti
half an hour earlier than she expectOh! for tha paves the way for the more serious
She (romantically)
ing brethren cordially invited to at neys, for bladder irregularities,
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
diseases that so orten iouow.
ed.
Gus for backacha and rneumuusni.
winKS of a dove!
N.
V.
D.
G.;
Fries.
tmA.
508 Main.
Cough Remedy is famous for
do not contain habit forming drugs.
"You can pack up this suit for that
He (practically) The breast of a
Lehman.. V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
its cures, and is pleasant and safe to
Tonic in action, quick results. O. G.
active protege of yours tomorrow, turkey for mine.
take.
For sale by all dealers. Adv. FOR RENT Furnished1 house, mod
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; Schaefer and Red cross urug vu.
Laura," announced Bob. "He's earnC. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee
Adv.
Ined it."
ern, Eighth and Washington.
THEIR FIRST QUARREL
Then be told her. There were
W.
Herbert
Gehring.
quire
Do you know that more real danger
thrills as Bob depicted the great rough
PETER P. MACKEL
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
in a common cold than In any
lurks
footpads, and throbs of delight as he
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
fourth Tuesday evening of each other of the minor ailments? The
related how her kindness to the tramp
c tn tafcn Chamberlain's
tardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
month Elks home on Ninth street
had prevented a robbery, possibly
a thoroughly reliable
Remedy,
and
Cough
broth
Gluing.
worse.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting
rid yourseii or.
and
won
preparation,
And that was how old Staggers
FIRST class room and board. In
Estimates Cheerfully Given,
nra are cordially invited. P. D. Mc- cold as
as possible. This
Staggers Only Grinned His Delight.
quickly
his wedding suit.
. Uto Town
Rlrov. Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con remedy is for sale by all dealers.
quire 1112 Douglas Ave.
lemt 8ide Ptaxa
He's
G.
him.
W.
1912,
call
Chapman.)
by
(Copyright,
Staggers, as they
Adv.
don, Secretary.
lven up drinking and is saving up
Wherein We May Glory.
money. And what do you think! He
is actually talking of getting married
We are often accused by other na-to a widow who owns a restaurant tions of being a boastful people. In
car. I have an idea he is counting reality we are modest We say little
20c per 100 Iba.
2,000 Iba. or More, Each Delivery
on that suit of yours for the
about giving to the world a rifle as a
25o per 100 lbs.
huDelivery
Each
Iba.
on
to
or
.be.,
1,000
2,000
conferring
military weapon,
30c
"Home
per 100 Iba.
revsmiled
Bob.
"Well, good by,"
200 Iba. to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
manity the boon of anesthesia, or
40c per 100 Iba.
the earliest I can, and clear water, olutionizing naval architecture, or pro200 lbs.. Each Delivery
50 Iba. to
50o per 100 Iba.
lear, believe me."
ducing the cotton gin, the sewing maLeaa than 5d Iba. Each Delivery
A fine fellow of his word, honest chine, the telegraph and the telelitBob wont his way. A
phone; but we might as well carry
ONE NIGHT ONLY
tle philanthropist, Laura proceeded to our heads a little higher when we re
the yard.
flect that we gave to all the nations
and
Harvesters Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity
"That was my husband, Mr. Stag of the earth that noble ideal of an ed
'
& llltAUlIELD
Newwed
you prom
Remember,
Famous.
Mr.
(ilLSON
Made
Las
Have
Vega
Which
ot
and not' only
ucated
gers." she said.
womanhood,
Lasting Qualities
honor and obey.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
"Yes'm: often seen him; often re pointed but led the way toward the Ised "to love,
Offer The Great Hoyt Sikcohm
can
How
Nonsense.
Newwed
Mrs
marked how happy ho oughter bo realization of it.
l
woman love and honor a man who
with a wife like you," bowed and
The exercises at Mount Holyoke a
insists upon being obeyed?
always
the
politic tramp.
uoraped
did not meroly celebrate the seventy"That suit he has on I told him
birtiidav of a wouiiiii college;
vou were waiting for it."
REAL PUZZLER
they commemorated the birth of an
Staggers only grinned his delight idea.- - Youth's Com pa n Ion.
at the announcement.
"You have made me very glad the
Pal Revealed.
way you have Improved," commended
The manufacturer threw a belliger
the lady.
"See here, m:m," Hutd the tramp. ent chost.
'em," he said. "If I had my
"the fellrw who wouldn't try and wu.v"Arrest
With Leon A. Gilson and Miss Rose Ainsworth
I d arrest every bliKlilcd latior
make good aftev being treated llko a
in
States."
the United
man as you have done, is no gentle agitator
and a capable cast of Well-know- n
players
A gaunt figure with a skull In place
man. That suit!" added StaRgers
'
rose
head
of
the
exultantly.
classified ads. search out the people to whom among all ef
gloatingly, "uy, I dream about It
arrest
it
'Then
cackled,
me,"
caper
particular thing is worth most.
.nights. I've sort of made It the top
those who MIGHT BUY-- the
I am the
ng.
Mv wnn'l t
original Btlrrer up ot
itnnn of resnentAlillitv.
someose
I'm deeply grateful, mum, tru- - Uioho who do hard labor. I am the
;ehlne.
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to
ancient breeder of diHcontent, the
would
hear of
never
Jy. humbly grateful."
nd
newspaper-awho reads the ads. In this
of
"Everybody's just as happy all father of anarchists, the agitator
here.
advertised
were
me.
inrnimd as they can be." murmured agitators. Arrest
your property unless It
"But who are you?"
Mrs. Alnslee, as she wPnt into the
want (and
"I am Hunger."
Just be brave till Bob
Others, who read and ana ,rer ads. in this newspaper
house.
used
machinery
automobiles,
books,
cash
linme. if it's davlislit. Pnnr
to
"Tut, tut!" Bald the manufacturer
for)
pay
are anxious
Every line covered with a frosting of humor
should I arrest my
musical
Ifcllow; he doesn't often stay out pleasantly. "Why Labor
and furniture, articles of usefulness ot any sort, and
L,iie.
best and chlefest
Agent.
niehts.
two
1.000 laughs and
iton-irorfinished his task. Than'
Fool
Jitnmle.
Couldn't
of all posto
back
the
to
door
around
'tie came
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyetb,
Teacher Away back in 1776 Wash
Mrs. AinBlee handed him a
best
the
Cook I see some novelty genius
of
finders
to
be
come
have
sible sorts of things, they
incton was the nation's champion.
has invented a collar button in the
ir.tr tifillur.
us?
CD
Aw!
cuef
Watchu
Jimnrie
giving
GCs,
of a feminine heart.
"Time was when that four blta
team never won the shape
Hook Huh! 1 bet that will be hard
a, ,ni:l Iimvi' rr;;uit what I once thought Tho Washington
.,
...,
er to hod than ever.
i.joc." ruminated Stag rtiftmploimhip. Judgs
d
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oneymoon

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

SPECIAL SCENERY

HANDSOME COSTUMES

Lm

tears

PRICES" -

'

75c, CI.

$1.50
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FOR CA

II'

Mil'

18 poundB

Light
o'clock

automobile
this evening.

lamps

dt 0:29

0

1

-

sugar

L40

pounds California potatoes
dozen 10c boxes crackers

100
1

3 10c
10

95

'5

boxe scrackers

50

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
For Sale Automobile in good
dition; can be seen at Vvhalcn
age.

pounds pure lard
pounds pure Jard
pounds Lily Flour

5

congar-

Adv

Ffich's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery io
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

;

pounds Pride Flour
Fresh egps are coming in in quantities and pre cheaper.

50

Geronimo Jaramilio has been appointed postmaster at El Rito. His
commission was made out on February 13.

H

Canuto Varela yesterday afternoon
applied at the court house for 2 as
bounty upon a coyote killed near
East Las Vegas.

GROCER
CCER

-

BRIGHTER-BETTE-

BEFORE

THAN EVER
E. ROMERO

R

HOSE GO'S. MASQUERADE

BALL

Duncan Opera House
Friday, February
Best of Husic, Good Floor. Throw away all
cares and have a good laugh. There will be
something doing every minute. We are ready
to work for you every day and every night in
the year if necessity demands it.
Be with us the one big night of the year

Everybody ought to go

Everybody always goes

liOIRO

E.

HOSE AND HUE CO.

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
IS MADE

FROM

PASTEURIZED CREAM
ASK YOUR. GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
At

The Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

For Three Days Feb.

19-20--

21

McWENIES CINCH PENNANT.
W. O. Bourne yesterday received
The bowling
game schedule lor
eix Ford machines which were unloaded by M. Biehl. Mr. Bourne Has last night in the Elks' league was
called off on account of absence of
the machines on display.
members from both the Kelly and
The former manager of the lsis Trumbull teams. A game was start
theater Is moving out the chairs and ed, however, and when stopped tbe
other fixtures in the place, and ex Kelly bunch was ;.nead. Afterwards
pects to store them nere until he two teams were chosen dud the rest
can have them moved to his nome in of the evening was spent in trying to
run up a high score. The best score
Vaughn.
made was 632, oy Strass. The entnu-siasof the league has waned now
Special Officer Xorris last night
McWenie bunch has the penthe
that
two
on
arrested
roving vagrants, and
account of the sickness of Judge nant cinched. Although tbe schedule
unMurray these members of the Boes still calls for three more games
Brotherhood were taken to a West less more of the players show up
these may not be played. A new
side court foi trial.
league probably win be. formed n
There will be omy one section of the near future and new teams ortrain No. 3 tomorrow morning. Train ganized, so that the bowling fans
No. 1 was four hours late today on may not lose sight of the stars tnat
account of trouble on the river divi have been playing in the last tournasion of the Santa Fe. Two De Luxe ment.
trains will run as usual this weeK.

Probate Judge Adelaldo
Tafoya
yesterday afternoon united In mar
riage Miss Elizabeth, Taylor, aged 20,
and Herman femith, aged 23, Both are
residents of East Las Vegas. Judge
Tafoya performed the ceremony in
an impressive manner.
The prizes for the masquerade ball
to be given next Friday night are
now on display in Baily's window and
are well worth trying for. It is expected that this year more maskers
than ever before will be on the floor
and no doubt there will be sufficient
Competitors for each prize.
The funeral ceremonies for Mrs.
Roman Gallegos
at San Jose last
week were attended by a large number of the friends of the dead woman,
fully 1,000 being in attendance. Mrs.
Gallegos was known end 'loved by
the people residing within a radius
of several miles of San Jose.
The report that Harry Moses, the
well known business man c Trinidad, was dead was confirmed today.
Mr. Moses was one of Trinidad's oldest pioneers ana was well known all
over the state. The funeral was one
of the largest ever held In Trinidad.
Floral offerings were so numerous
that an extra carriage was required
to convey the flowers to the cemetery. The services were held yesier-da- y
afternoon from the Moses residence. Pall bearers were Sol H.
Jaffa, Bert Mansbach, Leopold Saun
ders, Sam Freudentnal, W. B.
and George Prager.

Hani-ersloug- h

FOR. CASH ONLY
8

"I much prefer Steam Laun-

dry service to home launder-Inc- r,
the color is better and

Pounds Mexican. Beans for

the clothes last longer."

25 Cents
THE

GRAAF

'

This is the remark we hear
every day, and it pleases us
nnd repays us for the effort we
have made to bring our

& HATVARD CO. STORE

ROUGH DRY
Into popularity.

WILL APPOINT RECEIVER.
Trenton, N. J Feb. 18. Chancellor
Walker In the court of chancery today fixed March 8 for a hearing of
a petition for the appointment of a
receiver for the Union Bag and Paper company, a New Jersey corporation, with $27,UOO,000 of authorized
capital r.tock, engaged in the busiswd sale of
ness of the.
paper bags, paper and pulp and wood,
wUU tranches in various sections of
the .country and Canata,
WOOL TRA

..!(':.
mifiBfwH

FER snCR E AS E
Fb. IS. Dowi'iuiie
how a fcliKltt Inert-a&-

NS

In scoured

and greatie terriValuables are reported

principally
tory stocks.
to be ciieier In a few grades but
choice wools remain high.
Bidding for the new clip is light in
tho.west, but In Arizona some new
wool has been bought at prices rangto 19. Fine Wyoming
ing from 17
staple brings 20. Fleece wools are in
demand an! Michigan quarter blood
sells for 29. Pulled wool trading is

light
The

Minneapolis
Typographical
union, which has just celebrated It
fortieth anniversary, ia the oldest la- bor organization in Minnesota.

OF
DISSOLUTION
The. Woman's club
OF
will hold an NOTICE
PARTNERSHIP.
adojurned meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in the CommerNotice is hereby given that the
cial club rooms.
All members are partnership, heretofore existing bel,
urgently requested to be present as tween Bernard Appel and Isaac
has been this day dissilved. Berbusiness of importance will be transacted.
nard Appel retires from the firm, and
Isaac Appel will continue to conduct
Judge E. V. Long returned fron the business as heretofore and asSanta Fe last night, accompanying sumes and will pay all debts and liaVice President-elec- t
Marshall, who bilities of the firm of Appel Brothis on his way to Indianapolis after a ers.
BERNARD APPEL.
visit in the southwest. While at
ISAAC APPEL.
Santa Fe Mr. Marshall addressed the
Hoosiers of the state and gave an in.
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
teresting talk. Judge Lou; of this
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
city introduced the vice presidentelect to the Hoosiers and acted as the week ending February 15, 1913.
Mr. Fred J. Bates, Mre. Sarah
chairman for the meeting. There
were about 75 to 100 Hoosiers pres Clem, Dr. J. E. Cairy, Miss Carrie
ent Among the prominent Hoosiers Clattenburg, Miss Prancisquita Her- were J. W. Pilchard, Senator Cramp' rera, Miss Ethelyn Hensley, Charles
ton. Chief Justice Roberts, Senator N. Houston, Miss Bernlce Johnson
McCoy, Charles P. Downs, Dr. F. E. Rev. S. D. Loveall, Justo Lucero, Miss
Olney and Judge Long. According to Helen Maldonado, Miss Bisentita Ara.
the reports the vice president-elec- t
Mr.
gon, Oscar McMullen (Special)
was royally entertained while at tne Gusta R. Pino, Misses Frankie and
Capital City and Mr. Marshall was Georgia Pyeatt Mathew Ring, V. T.
well pleased with the entire proceed Smith.
ings. Mr. Marshall did not stop in
When calling for the above letters
Las Vegas.
please ask for "Advertised Letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
Ap-pe-

ISIS theater for sale. See adv. in
For Sale column. Adv.
Sugar per Back

FEBRUARY 18, 1913.

Our new iresh hot air drying
is the only sanitary way of
drying clothes, then we iron
the flat pieceswash, dry and
iron the flat work.

TRY US ONCE

$

HONOR' MILLER'..

Phone Miia Bl

617 Douglat

Art
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Nursery Bed

,

H

, v im
1

u
Kttter in uic

INo"

Baby.

THE MOTHER'S GREATEST

'

HELP

No more getting out of bed

at all hours of
for
the night
Baby sleeps directly above.
Let us show you this new and wonderful
device.

J.

C. JOHNSEN

LOCAL AGENTS

l SON

E. ROMERO HOSE AND

CARNIVAL

HI CO,

MM BALL

BANK BOOK SAVED HIM.
Des Moines, Feb. 18. A bank book

showing deposits amounting to $100,
saved Archie Brown, a ppjoied convict with a five year sentence hanging over him, from being returned
to the penitentiary today. He was
brought before the district court on
the charge of having violated his pa
MRS. SNYDER DEAD.
role. He claimed he had been indusLast night wt 11:30 o'clock at St. triously at work and saving money,
Anthony's sanitarium occurred the and Judge McHenry decided he was
death of Grace Rockwood Snyder, entitled to further liberty.
wife of H. O. Snyder.
Mrs, Snyder
was 32 years of age. Her home is
at Fairbury, 111., where her parents
SECOND TRIAL FOR MURDER
reside. Mrs. Snyder had been a paFeb. 18. The
Jeffersonville,
Ind.,
tient of the sanitarium ror some John Fritz murder case was
called in
time, coming here in the hope of re the Clark circuit court
for its
today
gaining her health. Her husband is second trial. Fritz, an inmate of the
Musuperintendent of agents for the
Indiana
here, is alleged
tual Life Insurance company in .New to have reformatory
assaulted and killed his inMexico and soutuern Colorado, and
structor, Hiram B. McWilliams, beis well known all over the state. Airs. cause
the latter had reported him for
Snyder has also many triends ovjr refusal to work. The
killing occurred
mourn
her deain. The
the state who
on November 21, 1911. At the flrsf
to
Le
sent
Areola,
tonight
body will
trial Fritz was found guilty and senMr. Snyder will ac-ifor burial.
111.,
tenced to hang, but a reprieve wa
J. C. Johnsen and Son prepared
granted by Governor Marshall, and
the body for its journey.
later a new trial was granted by the
state supreme court. At the time of
SPECIAL CHURCH SERVICES.
the alleged murder Fritiz was serving
Wednesday
evening, a "term for
Beginning
One of
grand larceny.
February 19, a series of special meet- his brothers is also in the reformaChristhe
at
conducted
be
will
ings
tory, and his father is serving a life
tian tabernacle, corner Eighth and sentence in
the state prison at Mich
F.
Main streets, by Rev. Frederick
igan
City.
lhe tneme
Grim of Albuquerque,
for the first three evenings will be,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
"The First Steps in Saving Las Vegas." Mr. Grim is a plain, forcible
speaker, and comes with a message FOR SALE New piano, two stoves,
furniture and rugs. Call 1007 Elev-ent- h
which will be of interest to all.
street.
Come and 'et us work for a higher,
better and happier Las Vegas. Other
churches are askeu to untie their efforts to make these meetings a sucall Ias
Have You Ever Tried
cess, as it is hoped to benr-fiVegas churches.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY
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THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LVE IN THE CAN

'HITS

QUALITY FRUITS'

"THE KINO THAT IS NOT

t.

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts" if yoii want the highest
quality in canfied fruits

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling: and

White Beauty
Cooking Oil?

TELL OF CONSPIRACY
Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. IS. Testi
mony designed to Impeach Bert II,
Franklin, former McNamara defense
detective, who confessed having brib
ed jurors, was introduced today In the
second trial of Clarence S. Darrow,
Frank Domlnguez, of Los Angeles, an
attorney associated with Karl Rogers,
until recently narrow's chief counsel,
nnd Gordon Watt of Helena, clerk of
the Montana senate, were among the
principal witnesses.
nomliiKiien testified Franklin had
told htm that Darrow was not concerned in the bribery of the McNamara jurors nnd bad added that "Darrow was a mini above corrupt motive
or practice."
Watt, who formerly lived near Los
Angeles, testified that Franklin had
told him the district attorney was only holding the charges over him
(Franklin) to make him "testify
ar.atnst .narrow, who was. the man
they wanted to get."

it is one

'

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
that then as now we were
to
the bove main principles of modern dairyconforming
ing designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
We did so because we believed

milk-

gallon
gallon

V2
1

2

sizes

The very unsanitary yet very common condition of exposing milk to
.
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when w consider
the power of milk to absorb the bacterlas of disease and multiply them a
thou? and fold In a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it some time or another. Then the dust and
odois from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
sdoors Into the attached milk room make the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean plc for milk until it Is bottled and sealed.

70c
$1.35

Give it a trial and
you will be well pleas-

"DRY" IOWA
....
.vioines, ja., f en.
uiuit is
paid to be the first, stop of the
forces to make the state of
Iowa "dry" was taken today, when
Kepresenl alive pawson introduced in
the lower house of ibe state le.gisla- - il
ture, a joint resolution asking for tbe j
prohibition of ibe manufacture or sale H
'
of liquor in Iowa.
:

-

That we were right was proven in the government inspection of the next year (not made' rublic at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling room was at the required distance from dwelling or
stable.

INSTEAD OF LARD.

It comes in

Aerating Apparatus.

Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules ni Cleanliness.
Some four years ago we adopted the name

the GREATEST helps in the culinary department of
the home to be USED
of

ed.

FHED B. CORBETT

CORBETT SANITARY DAlBY
Ltv

anti-saloo- n

Laundry

K

The Taylor

REMAINS.

San Francisco, Feb. 18. The body
of Joaquin Miller lies in, state today
in Juanita Cottage, named for his
daughter, on The Hights, as ne
called his home in th? foothills ot
Alameda county.
Hundreds flocked
there in grief today to look their last
on the poet of the Sierras.
The body will be cremated tomorrow and borne to the funeral monument on the estate the poet built
with his own nnnds several years
ago and there scattered to the winds.

A

Las Vefjas Steam

r

6 jLjU

BOUCIIEP?
"The Coffee Man"

E

Frvt.

South Pacific St.
Vegiva

phjofv

i

Main 312

J

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTiC

